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China warns Bush on human rights
BEIJING
(UPIJ
Pre.;ident Bush was sharply
reminded Sunday by China's
Communist Party chief that
despite improving SinoAmerican relations, the United
States should mind its own
business when it comes to
human rights.
In what sounded very much
like a lecture, party boss Zhao
Ziyang told Bush that
American attention to increasingly vocal dissidents

could affect reia tions between
Beijing and \\- ashington and
also could hurt China's
movement i.Owar<, modernization.
The Bush-Zhao meeting
came just before a farewell
banquet Bush held Sunday
rught for Chinese leaders that
also carried a human rights
message. Prominent dissident
Fang Lizhi - called "China's
Andrei Sakharov" for his
outspokeness - was prevented

from attending the dinner by
police who stopped his car and
thwarted his e.forts to reach
the Great Wall Hotel on foot.
Thfo lecture from Zhao and
the Fang incident marred the
final
of Bush's two-day
vis,t, which included lunch and
tall's with Deng Xiaoping,
China's leader, and a session
wie.. Premier Li Peng that was
descri!>ed as a "remarkable
and unprecedented dialogue ...
Bush was to depart Beijing

"ours

WASHINGTON <uP!) Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn.,
chided the Bush administration Sunday for
refusing to propose a "lineitem budget" and for failing to
send Congress the information
it needs to meet targets for
shrinking the deficit.
Sasser, chairman of the
Senate budget committee, told
the winter meeting of the
National
Governors'
Association that President
Bush had failed to offer a clear
picture of his spending plan.
"Despite its recognition of
this country's neglected
domestic needs, the Bush
budget - constrained by our
fiscal problems - simply can't

By Jeanne Bicl<ler
StaffWritn
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put its money where its
rhetoric is," Sasser said.
The Bush administration has
taken an unprecedented step of
not revealing how it plal'\S to
cut the blldget defiCIt and has
begun negotiating those points
with the Senate and H''lUSe
budget committees.
"The president argues that,
like many governors, he needs
the line-item veto. But unlike
any governor that I know of, he
refuses to offer Congress Ibis
year a line-item budget,"
Sasser said.
"As far as the difficult
choices are concerned ... the
budget floats like a butterfly
See BUDGET, Page 5

Chicago mayoral race
heading for fast finish

Plane fun
Jose Urdaneta, Junior In mechanIcal engIneering, gives
his plane a toss Friday at the 10th Annual EngIneering
and DesIgn Pentathalon paper aircraft design competillon. The event, held at Tech A, Judged the planes'
hang lime and overall distance. Urdaneta's plane held
first place until late afternoon, when his toas was beHered
by another student's.

&ee AID, Page 5

This Moming

and lISe(! as an oppportunity to
meet with a variety of world
leaders.
BU'Ih and his wife, Barbara,
had a full da~' Sunday beginning by attendin'~ services at the Christian church
where they worsmped when be
was U.S. env~ to China in the
mid-l97OS. While the president
held talks with Chinese
leaders, the fIrSt lady revisited

President scolded
for unclear budget

Aid office
to fill job
of director
The Financial Aid Office has
received 13 applications so far
in the search for an assistant
director.
Pam Britton left the
assistant director's position in
September when she was
promoted to director of the
office. The positior. was never
filled.
Janet Finnerty. public
relations coordinator, is the
chair of the sevea-member
search comlnittee. She said
the committee will choose
three or four applications to
submit to Britton.
The committee will evaluate
applicants with forms
designed by Finnerty to test
their qualifications.
"I used a combination of
evaluation forms I got from
around the campus," Finnerty
said.
The committee will be
looking for someone with at
least a bachelor's degree, five
years of financial aid experience, experience with
fedelal and state laws pertaining to financial aid and
problem-solving skills.
Candidates chosen will be
interviewed by the search
committee, the financial aid
staff, Daniel Mann, who is the
associate dl,et or of financial
aid, Pam Bn,ton, and 'he Vice
President (or Stuopnt Affairs
Harvey Welch Jr u'Jd Welch's
staff.
The committee will meet
March B to rna •. \: candidc:te
selections, Finnerty "aid. The
selections will lJe passed on to
Britton for approval
The office wants to fill th~
assistant director's pOSition as
soon as possible.

Monday morning for Seoul,
South Korea, the final stop on
his five-ciay Asian trip. Bush
planned to meet in Seoul with
President Roh Tae Woo and
speak to the National
Assembly before flying back. to
Washington.
The long trip back. will end
Bush's first overseas journey
as president, a trip prompted.
by the funeral of Japan's
Emperor Hirohito in Tokyo,
which Bush attended Friday

CHICAGO (UP!) - Acting
Mayor Eugene Sawyer and his
chief Democratic rival, Cook
County Stale's Attorney
Richard M. Daley, sprinted to
the finish Sunday of a hoUy
contested primary race in the
nation's third iargestcity.
Despite holding a lead in the
polIs throughout the campaign, Daley, son of legendary
"boss" Richard J. Daley, who
ruled the city for 21 years,
criss(:fossed the neighborhoods with less than 48
hours to go until i.he polIs open
Tuesday.
"Sawyer and (city Schools
Superintendent
Manford>
Byrd have put the brakes on
education in this city," Daley
told a breakfast appearance on
the North Side. "I will put the
full force of the mayor's office
on education."
Daley picked up endorsements from two Jewish
community groups: Jewish

~c
Voters for All Chicago and the
Jewish Committee for
Responsible Government.
Steve Kogan, JCRG
spokesman,
critici7ed
See CHICAGO. Page 5

Gus says Chicago
experience deja yu.

could

Crash incites United to check Boeings
HONOLULU (uPI)
United Airlines ordered new
checks Sunday of cargo doors
on its Bocing 747s as i!\vestigators focused their attention on whether a problem
with a cargo door caused a
gaping hole to burst open on a
UnIted 747 over the Pacific,
sweeping nine people to their
deaths
The federal investigators
said nothing yet indicated a
bomb or metal fatigue caused

the 100by-40-foot hole that
ripped open around a cargo
door as Flight 811 was 100
miles south-southwest of
Honolulu, 17 minutes into the
flight carrying 354 people to
Auckland, New Zealand.
In Chicago, United Chairman Stephen M. 'w'ulf said
cargo doors on all 31 United 747
jumbo jets will be re-inspected
upon every landing, and the
aIrline's mechanics will
supervise baggage loaders to

make sure the doors are
properly closed and locked
before takeoff.
"In announcing these steps,
we want to make clear that we
are not speculating and will
not speculate on the cause of
Fridav's incident," he said.
The' FBI brought bombsniffing dogs Saturday to
check the Honolulu carg() area,
which also was inspected by
Federal Aviation Administration specialists, Lee

Dickinson of the National
Transportation So.fety Board
told reporters.
"Nothing yet gives us any
indications ... of any bomb in
the cargo area," Dickinson
said, cautioning that tLe 70 to
100 investigators had n<>t
drawn any final conclusions.
There also was no evidence
of an explosive detonation on
baggage removed from the
cargo area, Dickinson said.
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Israel erupts in conflict
during tax collection time
JERUSALEM (UFO - A 20-year-old Palestinian was killed
and two others wounded during clashes that erupted Sunduy
after Israeli authorities tried to collect taxes in a Ga7.a City
neighborhood. Palestinian sources said. Ar~other Palestinian
was shot and seriousiy wounded by a masked assailant in Gaza's
government-run Shifa Hospital where he worked, Israel Radio
and Palestinian sources said.

Jordan bans 'Satanic Verses' from I!braries
CA IRO, Egypt (UPI) - Jordan decided Sunday to ban Salman
Rushdie's "The Satanic Verses" as offensive to the Moslem
religion. the Middle East News Agency reported. In a dispatch
from the Jordanian capital of Amman, the Egyptian news
agency quoted 3n Inf,,,-mation Ministry official as saying all
"libraries in the kingdom" were instructed to ban the book and
border posts were ordered to forbid travelers from bringing it
inside the country.

Storm sinks two ships, leaves many missing
BREST, France (uP!) - A violent weekend storm in th~ Gulf
of Gascogne caused two ships to sink off European coasts
leaving at least three people dead and 30 others missing at sea

e

kill:i~e :::,~~~:;~i1n~Y3::~: ~~~~!:so ~~%CPf~ ~:~

Sunday for 14 German and Philippine sailors missing after a
cargo ship sank '>ff the southwestern coast of France.
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KABUL, Afghanistan (UPI) -. A combination of blizzards and
guerrilla ambushes has blocked: the two key supply routes into
Kabul, creating severe hardship for the poorer inhabitants of the
Af~han capital, residents and officials said Sunday. Government
offIcials said the Salang Highway linking the Soviet Union and
Kabul was cut by snowfall and there was no traffic from the
eastern city of Jalalabad - th(; second supply route into Kab.lI
and the key source of perisha~le goods - because of the am
bushes.
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MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - Iran's spiritual leader Ayatollab
Ruhollah Khomeini called Sunday for closer ties between Iran
and the Soviet Union in dealing with "the devilish a~ts of tht'
West," and the parliament announced it ¥Till consider severing
relations with Britain. Khomeini made the remarks during a
meeting at his home in the northern Tehran suburb of Jamaran
with visiting Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Sbevardnadze,
state-run Tehran Radio was quoted as saying.
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Tower denies alcoholism, pledges not to drink
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WASHINGTON (UP!) - Former Sen. John Tower, seeking to
remove obstacles to his confirmation as defense secretary,
swore Sunday he was never an alcoholic and pledged not to
consume any alcoholic beverages while in office. Tower's
promise came on the heels of a warning by Sen. Sam Nunn, DGa., chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, that he
might be forced to call an open hearing on the nomina tion if the
White House continued to leak only parts of a secret FBI report
on the former Texas senator's personal life.

Kean repeats call for international education
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Gang gunfire kills girl, critically wounds aunt
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WASHINGTON (UP!) - Repeating his call for more education
on international affairs, New Jersey Gov. Thomas Keat. urged
his fellow state chief executives Sunday to "light a fire under
America." Speaking at the National Governor's Association
winter meeting, Kean said the nation's governors share a special
responsibility to awaken their citizens to the need to learn about
foreign nations and peoples.
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LOS ANGELES (UPIl - An ll-year-old girl y..as killed and her
aunt was critically wounded as gdng members opened fire on a
rival gang standing nearby and struck the two innocent victims,
officials said Sunday. Elsewhere during the weekend, gang
violence claime-..i at least five lives, including a 16-year-old Los
Angeles boy and a 28-year-old Long Beach man, law enforcement officials said.
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One candidate will go
after Tuesday primary

..--

----------------------~----~--~~~----~

5, Jackie Spinner

@~

StaHWriter

All five City Council candidates in Tuesday's primal)
election know the odds. One of
them won't make it to the April
4 election.
But Marvin Tanner, Kyle
Englert, Keith Tuxhorn, John
Yow and Carl Flowers all said
they should be elected because
they will represent Carbondale
and University students.
Tanner, a University ?relaw student, said he wants to
see that students don't get
pushed aside uy the council.
The 28-year-old unemployed
student has said he brings
"young, fresh ideas to put new
motivation into the City
Council."
Former political sciencE'
student Englert said he would
make a good councilman
because he represents
University students. "The
council doesn't do much to
promote school spirit right
TlOW," the 24-year-old unemployed graduate has said.
Englert ran for council in
1987, but was eliminated in the
primary election.
The two council seats up for
election belong to Yow and

! ELECTION

'89 I

Tuxhorn. Both incumbents are
running for re-election.
Tuxhorn, a 33-year-old
program director for Carbondale Cablevision. has
served six years or. the
council. The 1977 University
graduate said his "good ideas,
cowmon sense and forthrightness make (him) a good
leader."
Yow. running for his fifth
year on the council, has been
invoived in Carbondale
government for more than 20
years. The 66-year-old retiree
is hasing his candidacy on his
experience and the time he
spends ta!king on the street
with people makes him a good
candida te for re-election.
Flowers, a 36-year-ola
University job placement
specialist, said his 17 years as
a Carbondale resident and
position with the University
make him a well-rounded
candidate.

Slatt Photo by Ben flII. Kufrln

Amy Katz, left, junior In speech communications distributes pro-choice

Bush's Roe v. Wade appeal
raises pro-choicers' anger
By Lisa Warns

Guest speaker invited back
to lecture on role of women
By Wayne Wallace

1971, is presented annually by
the Department of Foreign
Languages.
Marinatos
delivered "The Greek Goddess
Discovered" here in H11I6.
In tonight's lecture,
Marinatos will focus on the
role of the woman as a cultic
figure in ancient Minoan
religions. Minoan specifically
refers to high cultures that
existed during the BMnze Age
in the Meditteranean,
especially Egypt and the
island of Crete.
According to Marinatos, her
job as a historian has required
extensive training in art, since
much of what the Minoans left
behind are artifacts, not
writings.
Her lecture will incorporate
a slide presentation, which
highlights the artwork, such as
mural-painted frescoes, that
Marinatos studied in her
research.

Entertainment Editor

In the IS-year history of the
Madeleine Smith Lecture
Series, Nanno Marinatos, of
Athens, Greece, is the only
to be invited
back for a
second presentation.
Marinatos,
an authority
1Il........U on the religion
and culture of
ancient Greece, will speak
at 8 tonight in

~kMO'iiAriiid-;: ~~~terSt~~~~

orium on "Women, Power and
Ritual: The Frescoes From
the Palace of Knossos." Admission is free.
The Madeleine Smith Lecture, named for a profe5$or of
French who taught at SIU-C
for 42 years before retiring in
~

....

literature to passers-by at a prCH:holce rally
Friday at the Free Forum.

dtaffWriter

Pro-choice advocates
ga thered to express their
anger at the possible los.. of a
woman's right to choose to
have or not to have an
abortion Friday.
The landmark Supreme
Court ruling, Roe vs. Wade,
which legalired abortions, is
being threatened because
the Bush administration
submitted a friend-of-thecourt brief Feb. 23 asking the
Supreme Court to overturn
Roe vs. Wade.
The brief claims the 1973
ruling .'rests on assumptions
that are not firmly grounded
in the Constitution."
In the brief, acting
solicitor general William
Bryson said a woman's
privacy right to have an
abortion was based on
"unfounded premises" and
incorrect medical findings.
"It is unconscionable for
him (Bush) tc. make that
decision for women," Cass
Van der Meer of the
Shawnee
~ational

Organization for Women
said. "I'm appalled that thf?
government will force
women into back-aUey
abortions. I don't like it."
"Illegal abortions could
become a reality again,"
Van der Meersaid.
Rob Hurst, a graduate
student in soeech communication, said, "No.1,
Bush is not ever going to get
pregnant. Second, he will
never nave to worry about
feeding the child, providing
schooling or abJrting a fetus
in a bathroom."
Paul Matalonis, a Carbondale attorney, said
"Bush takes a position
where he is concerned about
people, but we can see he is
not concerned about women.
He labels his concern for
fetuses the same as for
humanity. He speaks for his
constituency."
A croNd of about 100
gathered and listened to
speeches on views against
illegal abortion experiences.
"Women can and aJwdys
will abort pregnancies they
cannot afford," Julia

Pachoud, gradu3te student
in speech communication.
said. "If I became pregnane
now, I would keep the baby
because I can afford it."
"Some women abort by
shooting lye up their
vaginas. I don't want to see
these WJme!l dying,"
Pachoud said.
Posters at tht:. rally stated
"No More Coathangers" and
"Decision Makeis, Not
Incubators."
"Women dying from unsafe (illegal) abortions does
not {it in witb tbe kinder,
gentler image of America."
Annette Niebelski, supporter
of the National Abortion
Rights Action League, said.
"Women can make their own
choices concerning sex,
birth control and abortion."
Being for choice is not
necessarily being for
abortion, Hurst said.
Women from across the
United States plan to march
on Washington D.C. in the
"March for Women's
Equality, Women's Lives"
April 9.
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Opinion & Commentary

Student votes count
in council election
MOST STUDENTS probably don't give much thought to
City Council elections, but they should. The non-partisan
primary election is Tuesday and some of the issues affect
students as much, if not more so, than the community.
Halloween, underage drinking, a 1 cent increase on
gasoline tax, mass transa and a northern connector to help
the traffic flow are some of the issues that concern candidates.
.
Constant complaints are voiced by individual students
and student groups about how thf' city hanGles issues like
these. This election is the students' opportunity to cast a
vote for the candidates who support the issues that are
important to :;tudents.
SO STUDENTS WHO want the Halloween party to
continue as well as those who don't should vote. This holds
true for the other issues as well.
The candidates have made their views known on these
issues and three have said they can relate to the students'
concerns either because they attend~d SIU-C or have
worked with students here.
Students should be concerned with electing a City
Council that will work with the University and stuu'ent
government to make life better for students in Carbondale.
A large student turnout at the polls would no doubt show
the council- no matter who is elected - that studenL-" are
nut apathetic and that they deserve input on the issues that
affect them.
JOHN YOW AND Keitt. Tuxhorn are seeking re-election,
and Carl Flowers, Marvin Tanner a:1d Kyle Englert are
hoping their fresh perspective and idea.s will get them
elected.
The four candidates with the most votes will move on to
the general elec~ion on April 4.
If the incumbents are elected to fill the positions, the
council and its views will remain virtually the same.
Students should think about what t!le conncil has done and
how it has voted in the past few years, and if someone new
should be elected to influence the council's decisions.
STUDENTS COULD make the difference in which
candidates move on and, ultimately, which two are
elected.
The future of Halloween, mass transit and gasoline
prices could be largely affected by this election - so could
:he students and the community.
Take time to make a difference - vote tomorrow for
tomorrow,

Opinions
from elsewhere
Kansas City Star
New evidence from Britam's
Meteorological Office indicates that the average global
temperature in 1988 was the
""armest of the century, at 5'1.2
degrees Fahrenheit. The six
warmest years of the 20th
century ha VI: occurred in the
1980s. -

Even so, the global temperature has increaset:l only
eight-tenths uf one degree
dnce the beginning of the
century.
Skeptics say the temperature increase is mostly a
fluke, with unknown causes.
They received added ammunition whpn U.S. scifntisls
sJ.id they had found no overall
tpmperature increase for the
United States from 1895 to

1987.

Still, the information is
bound to raise more questions
in the minds of those to believe
that pollution can help raise
world temperatures. These
people need proof, though, and
scientists have yet to provide
it.
Dis'.!overy of this "proof"
might come too la te to give
scientists much time to control
causes of the greenhouse effect. That's not a reassuring
message for people who want
to spend billions of dollars to
fight pollution but can only
point to long-term gains from
doing it. Until a crisis exists,
expect a lot of people to sit this
one out, even as it gets warmer
and warmer around the world.
Scripps Howard Ne\"s Service

Editorial Policies
Signed articles, IIlclUdlllg letters, viewpoints and other co.,omenlaries, reflect the
oponions of Ihei" authors ooly. Unsogned ed~ori8Is reprasent a COO88f18US of the
Daily Egyptian Editonal Board. who&e members are the ftudent editor·iIl·chief, the
editonal page edrtor, the II88O<.iate editonal page editor, a news staff member, the
faculty managong edrtor and a School of Journalosm faculty member
Letters to the Gditor may be submitted by mail or dlrectty to the editorial page
editor, Room 1<147. Comrn"nicatlons Building. Letters should be typewritten and
double spaced. All letters are subject to editing twld will be limited to 500 woras.
Letters of fewer !han 250 woras wid be \;iven preference fe publication. Students
must identify themselves Oy class and m..;or faculty members by rank and
cl&partment. non·acaoemoc; staff by posrtion and Oepartment
Le!!"", submitted by mail should include the author's addre'A; and teldphone
nUl'1ber Lfollers tor wIIlCh verrfoe.abon of auth.)rsh;P cannot be made win not bP
vubllShe<l
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'Letters

'Escaping' to the East rare
A few days ago, while
reading the Southern
Illiinoisian, I carue across an
article
about
six
Czechoslovakian citizens who
had manage<:! to escape to the
West while on some sort of
sightseeing tour in Austria.
"Apparantly," said the article,
"the East is relaxing its attitude toward escaping
citizens." Gee whiz, how nice
of them. Maybe Miss Manners
should send them a thank-you
note. It that's Glastnost, you
can have it!
Three out of my four years in
Uncle Sam's Big Green War
Machine were spent in West
Germany. Aside from an
occasionsal stint of guard duty
at the border, the closest I ever
came to the "bad guys" was a
case
of
Budweiser
(pronounced Boodviser) from
Czechoslovakia.
This past Christmas break, I
flew back to West Germany for
the first time since my
discharge. It hadn't changed
lLuCh, except that now it was
eaSler to travel without the
r; I. stereotype The biggest
Jifference was that as a
civilian, I was free to travel of
my own free will to the
Eastern Bloc country of my
choice. U ,S, military personnel
are forbidien this, unless they
brave the mounds of paperwork necessary
Since German is Jr.',' majer, I

decided to visit Berlin.
As our train crossed into
East Germany, we were met
by the East German border
guard (yes, they .ooked just as
mean and serious as they do in
movies) who boarded the train
and rode with us all the way to
Berlin, no doubt in order to
ensure that one of us
disgruntled Westerners didn't
hop off the train and request
poli tical asylum on the spot.
Like any good tourist, I
visited "die Mauer" {the Wall)
and even paid two Marks
entrance fee for the "HalLS am
Checkpoin t Cha rlie," a
museum of sorts in the
American sector where
they've chronicled the escape
attempts of those who have
made it, as well as those who
have ditld trying.
Recently I phoned a friend of
mine who IS still in West
Germany. She had been in
Berlin on busniess the past few
days, and told me of an escape
attempt made by three East
German men in the British
sector. It seems they had
rammed a fence and were
swimming to the wall. In the
British sector, a river flows
between East and West. Two of
them made it. One didn't. They
dragged him off the wall by his
hair. West Berlin officials
clann that once his hands were
on the wall, he was an instant
citizen of the West. Officials in

East Berlin say otherwise. He
was only twenty year: old.
On the train ride back to
F" dnkfurt, the train was
c lecked even more thoroughly
than before. While the goons
were doing their thing, I met a
young Russian lady from
Leningrad who was studying
a t Frankfurt's Goethe
University. She seemed happy
to be in the West, to be allowed
the opportunity to taste its
many fruits. Of course her
husband and little girl
remained in Leningrad as part
of the deal.
It's funny ... except for a few
isolated incidents, you never
hear of Jroves of Westerners
"escaping" to the East.
Private Wade Roberts lived
in a scant eight kilometers up
the road from me in Giessen,
West Germany, when he
defected to the Soviet Union
with his German girlfriend.
They rewarded him with a job
as a snake handler. When he
started ~ about the harsh
living conditions surrounding
his new life in the East, he was
allowed to return to the West,
where he was arrested and
sut'Sequently court-martialed
'Josh, what do you suppose it
is over there he missed so
much? Late Night With David
Letterman? Could be ... - Pete
Stawnyczy, freshman, foreign
language and international
trade.

'Satanic Verses' expresses opinicn
"The Satanic Verses"
written by the Indian-born
Booker award-winning British
writer Salman Rushdie has
caused a major worldwide
controversy (which is
analogous to that over "The
Last Temptation of Christ"),
and the Iranian rulers have
threatenod to kill him, announcing a million doilar
reward on his head, even
though Rushdie has apologized

to the Moslem world.
I strongly deplore this
heinous act by those fanatics,
and sincerely belie.. e that t.hi:;
has no place in the civilized
world. I have not read this
book, and according to the
inquiry I made about two
months ago, our library
doesn't have it.
I am also sure that the large
majority of those people who
are making a hue and cry

about it have not read it
either. But without hurting
our religious Moslem friends
or anybody else, let us all
condemn this incident or any
other incident that tries to
reject one's right to express
his opinion and brands him a
traitor or criminal, or the like·
Time once again has proven
the mi..~ht of tile pen. - Partha
Banerjee, graduate studellt,
botany.

Book offensive to Muslim community
I am greatly outraged at the
publication of "The Satanic
Verses" by Salman Rushdie. I
found this book to be highly
offensive to the Musl;m
Comr.lUnity.
We Muslim students already
suffered from the stereotyping
of Islam and Muslims by the
U,S. media.
The book is in bad taste. It
not only ~ros~,ly distort.,; the

Islamic history in general, but
also portrays in the worst
po,,::.lble colors the very
character of the Proph<.!
Mohammad (peace be upor.
him>.
It is certainly controversial,
thus profitable for a
businessman.
But
organizations like Penguin are
not just a business. They are
institutions whic>, must ('ar~

for certain common values of
l1u:nan decency.
Freedom of speech doesn't
mean to attack someone's
beliefs, dignity and faith. As
Muslims we strongly condemn
the publication of the
blasphemous povel "Satanic
Verses." - Mohammad Arif
Khan. senior,
electrical
engineering.

CHINA, from Page 1 - - - - top tourist sites in the capital
and, before the banquet, they
appeared
on Chinese
television.
Bush's meeting wich Zhao
ran so long it delayed lite
beginning of the dinner - a
Texas-style
barbecue
featuring beef, chicken and
pork, as well as pecan pie and
peach cobbler for 40
minutes.
The details of the session
were provided by Li Zhaoxing,
a spokesman for the Chinese
Foreign Ministry, who said
Zhao compalined about
"people in the press or the
opinion fields in the United
States" who support Chinese
,jssidents promoting "introduction of the political
systems of Western countries."
"The fact that some people, I
mean American society, who
support these people who are
dissatisfied with the Chlnese
government will not contribute
til the stability of China's
(IOlitical situation," Zhao was
quoted as saying. "Nor will it
be conducive to the friendship
betwet'D China and the United

SPCfaces

restraint
I on budget
By Miguel Alba
Staff Writer

A possible $100,OOO-plus

~d~t f~~~n~~~n~:
Student Programming
Council representatives
as they meet with student
government members to
try to resolve the
council's constitution
problems tonight.
The Council has been
accused by the Undergraduate
Student
Government of failing to
comply with two required
registered student
organization guidelines:
conducting opt'... elections and securing
member's voting rights
in ,.alicy-making.
If the CouncIl does not
re~olve
their constitut'onal problems by
May 3, the last lJ.:iG
senate meeting, it may
face a budget freeze for
next year, Charles
Hagerman, committee
f(lr internal affairs
chah-man, said.
Hagerman said a
senate bill to freeze
SPC's budget is on hold
pending a resolution.
A budget freeze could
C&U6e a cancellation of
nil the Cour.cil's future
events.
However, if the matter
is DIlt resolved before the
last USG senate meeting,
the bill will be placed in
front of the senate for a
vote, Hagerman said.
Brian Wood, SPC
executive chairperson,
said so far nothing in the
SPC constitution has
been changed.
"We're meeting with
the CIA Monday night,"
Wood said, adding that he
wO'.lld not discuss the
matter further.

Clarification
Springfest will be held April
22, not April 22and 23 as >\',.. S
stated in the l'~eb. 23 Dally
Egyptian.

States."
"We do not export our
system to other countries, nor
do we copy the systems of
other countries," Zhao told
Bush.
Questioned about the
Chinese account, White House
spokesman Roman Papdiuk
said, "My response is that the
issue of human rights was not
!'aised per se." He added,
nowever, "There was a
discussion of wheth~r ticlitir.al
reforms should come before
economic reforl!lS."
Popadiuk said later that t"'e
issue of human rights later
was discusst>d by Secretary of
State Ja!"&les Baker in his
meetings with Chinese officials.
U.S. officials had no immediate response to Fang's
being blocked from attending
the dinner. Other intellectuals
invited by Bush who have
challenged the leadership less
forcefully were allowed to
attend the banquet.
1.'1 astrophysicist, Fang is
frequently compared to
Sakharov, ~e Soviet scientists
whose willingness to stand up

to the Kremlin landed him in
internal exile and made hirr
internationally famous.
At his meeting with Premie."
Li, Bush received ne"
assurances that Cru."1a will a,t
responsibly in its sale:'; of ir·
termediate range missiles.
White
House
Pres~
Secretary Marlin Fitzwater,
h(iwever, said Bush did not ask
the premier about recent
reports Chinese missiles were
being shipped to North Korea
by rail for relay to Libya.
Fitzwater, in a second
briefing on the Li Peng
meeting, also made it clear the
Chinese leader's assurances
were general in nature and did

Campbell's Finest
Premium Bedding
The Ex,"lusive

SAVE

$150 00

~~~~e~:~~r:rt~~d
not get Chinese missiles.
"We had what we thought
was a remarkable and unprecedented
dialogue,
covering issues ranging from
Kampuchea, South Korea,
North Korea, Middle East,
trade, Afghanistan, Taiwan
and nuclear proliferat:on,"
Fitzwater said.

BUDGET, from Page 1 - on the surface. b:Jt beneath
that surface, it stIu£s like a bee
- especi<:.lly in the areas of
cutting back on domestic
discretionary spending, " he
said.
"The thrust of my remarks
herE today ... is that we're
fresh out of cash here in
Washington," Sasser told the
group,
whi~h
induded
Democratic Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis and
Republican California Gov.
George Deukmejian.
The Bush administration
estimates the federal deficit
for fiscal 1989 wi!! reach about
$170 billion - well beyond the
$136 billion deficit target set
out by the Gramm-RudmanHollings law. Sasser said the
federal government is faced
with a series of tough choices
in making program cuts to
narrow the gap.
"The administration does
not provide the Congress with
policy decisions about how to
reach the deficit targets,"
Sasser said. ''',Vithin the terms
of the Bush budget, $20 billion
in program cuts are
necessary. But the document
only spells oet half of those

A VI'I'"} Spcaa1 Kuui 0/ COMptl"Y
It'hur Peuple Su.1l Care Abau: Quality ~fWi Scrv~a

ALL CAMPBELL BEDDING ON
SALE AS LOW AS ~99S

2

To

;:i~

B & K f.:!miture
1324 Walllut
Murphysboro, II... 62966
PH: 684-4455

cuts."
"The way it's working now
... (we) sit around a table ar.d
we sort of shadow box around
this program and that
prog.-am and we've been doing
this no·.... for a number of days
and I think we're starting to
learn something about what
the administration feels
strOl.gly about and where
there's some give. But this is
going to take a long time and
it's a very unusual budget
process."
Michigan DemC'Cratic Gov.
James BIancharri expressed
his ,!onfusion over that
process.
"Governor, I must say to you
that we're a little confused
ourselves this year," Sasser
replied. "This is a most
unorthodox approach. I think it
would be similar to, perhaps,
you goinr to your state
Legislature and just taking
about half of your budget and
throwing it up in the air and
saying, 'Well, OK fellas here it
is, you decide it.' And that's
about what's happened here
with a very substantial portion
of the federal budget. "

CHIC/\GO, from Page 1 Sawyer's delay last yea,' in
dismissing a controversial
aide, Steve Cokley, who made
brutally anti-Semitic remarks.
"His inability to act firmly
and decisively about overt
anti-Semitism influenced our
dt.cision," Kog/! n said.
Sawyer, who 14 months ago
succeeded the late Mayor
Hal'(lld Washington, the city's
first black chief executive,
doubled Daley's pace on the
second to last day of the
campaign - scheduling more
than a dozen appearances
citywide.
His campaign also began
airing tough, new television
c(lmmercials attacking
Daley's record as county
prosecutor and recalling
corruJ:!.ion allegations during

his father's tenure. The spots
hit the airwaves Saturday
night.
Asked if the television salvo
is negative, Sawyer replied,
"It will be as negative as his
record."
The final weekend of the
campaign began with Chicago
Board of Election commissioners releasing a
preliminary ef'imate on voter
turnout.
The board predicted 68
percent of the city's I.S f1lillion
registered voters, or just over
a million people, wOl.ild cast
ballots. If It proves accurate,
the figure would mark a sharp
Decline from turnouts in ele
two most recent mayoral
races.

AID, from Page 1 - - - The assistant dil eclor is
responsible for the planning,
Implementation and delivery
of the University's federal,
state and institutional
financial aid programs.
The assistant director also
oversees veteran and military
finar,cial aid programs.

Applications should include
a resume and three letters of
recommendation. They should
be submitted before the March
1 deadline.
Applications shoyid be cent
to .Janet Finnerty, Finane''!1
Aid Office, VI oody Hall, Rvom
B303.
D/l,llY. Egypt.iaD, February 21:, .191111, Page 5

Uly-Pak seeks negotiations
Mount Vernon company files bankruptcy; $3 milflon in debt
By Lisa Miller
StaftVJriter

Negl)tiations will be com1J1eted v:iI.hin the next six
weeks to find financing for the
recently bankrupt company,
Uly-Pak Inc., Terry Sharp, an
attorney from Mount Vemon
represerting Uly-Pak, said
Expansion and the removal
of the chief executive officer
have put Uly-Pak Inc., of
Carbondale, a manufacturer of
medical plastics, about $3
million i~ debt, forcing them to
file bankruptcy under the
Chapter 11 protections code.
The Chapter 11 code enables
the company, Uly-Pak Inc., to
operate with protection from
its creditors.
The company ran into a
severe cash shortage of about
$300,000 when financial institutioru. refused to fund cost
over-runs while the business
was being expanded, and
funding was short on equipment purchases, Keith
Howard, president and chief
executive officer of Uly-Pak,
said.
During the same time, the
company ran into financial
problems because 01 an elf·
pansion within the company,

"Because of my
illness, fosse'S in the
company increased
well beyond the
losses anticipated
during the expansion
programs. "
-Keith Howard
and Howard became ill and
had major surgery. This kept
him from the daily oj>erations
for over three months, Howard
said.
"Because of my illness,
looses in the company increased well beyond the losses
anticipated during the expansion program," Howard
said.
A computer software
program tha t was designed to
serve as back-up for cost
controls did not become
operational until January 1989,
almost six months late. That
delay cost the company about
~llO,OOO, Howard said.

There have been many rums
interested in financing the
company because of the
uniqueness of the product,
Morris said.
Uly-Pak is also negotiating
with several outside sources
that have showed strong interest in helpin~ fund the
reorganized Uly-Pak, Howard
said.

Uly-Pak filed bankruptcy
late Friday, but it will remain

Alumnus: Be perSistent, evaluate
potential employers in job search
By Megan Hauck

give a positive image at all
times.
Higgenbotham also drew
An alumn'ls of the College of
distinctions
between working
Engineering and Technology
Thursday advised students to for large corporations and
small
businesses.
be persistent when searching
"Large companies are
for their initial jobs, and to
impersonal
evaluate potential employers inherently
bureaucracies. Competition is
and companies.
very
high
and
you
don't adJames L. Higgenbotham,
Jr., an engineer-technology vance '!uickly.
specialist with McDonnell
"At smaller companies, you
Aircraft Co. in St. Louis who have less job security, fewer
spoke at the College's awards resources and generally fewer
banquet for Engineering Days, benefits, but you can be given
drew a line between reality broad
responsibilities
and life as a student, saying quickly."
one of the first real-world
problems graduates face is
Higgenbotham secured his
securing a job.
first job with Goodyear Tire
He told members of the Co. as a result of a Career Day
audience who were prospec- interview. His position there
tive employees to be specific ~!~i3!lr. a year before be
when writing resumes, and
Staff Writer

Soon after his lay-off with
Goodyear he accepted a
position with anothp.r, smaller
company, but said he was
unhappy with the switch and
spent most of his time actively
seeking a different job.
"If you're ever in a situation
where you've lost a job or
you're about to lose a job, step
back and try to evaluate 0bjectively - not emotionally."
Higgenbotham also stressed
the importance of considering
spouses in job bunts.

"What's good for her is
ultimately good for you; if
she's unhappy, you're not
going to be happy," he said.
Higgenbotham is a 1984
master's graduate of tbe
College of Engineering and
Technology.

U of I-Urbana wins battle of brains
By Marc B!umer
Staff Writer

Twelve teams. representing
illInois and Indiana universitys. participated in an
academic u.lnlpetition last
Saturday at the Student
Cen~er.

SIU-C hfJSted the regJ(lnal
finals for the College Bowl.
which matched the best teams
trom the participating schools
in a double ehmination tour·
nament
The winner of the (;()m-

petition was the University of
Illinois team, with Indiana
Umversity coming in second
and Purdue University placing
third.
The University Ilf Illinois
team wi!! advance to the
national finals in April, which
will be held at the College of
DuPage in suburban Chicago.
The preliminary rounds o~
the tournament matched
groups of four teams in a
"lockout," where an electronic
buzzer registered the order of

response among the teams.
In each round, a moderator
read questions to the teams.
The first team with a correct
response WflO the points and
had a cl.ance at answering a
bcnus question.
Other teams participating in
the tournament included SIUC, SIU-E, Quincy College,
Indiana State, Ball State,
Rose-Hulman and Notre
Dame.
The team representing SIUC was eliminated with losses to
Purdue and SIU-E.

Academic Activity Fund criteria instituted
'the Special Academic Activity Fund awards exceptional undergraduate
scholars with monetary aid to
speCial
conferences,
workshops and study abroad
which are solely concerned
with their undergraduate field
or objective.

average; application with
recommendatinru; and personal interview with fund
panel. Applicants are treated
mdividually and need not
worry if they may deficiem in
any of these categories.

Awards are $250. Applkations are accepted at any
Factors taken into account time, but students are urged to
include: academic status of submit them as early in the
student; financial n~ed; semester as possible. For 1988overall and major grade polRt· ~,·.the ·awards are limited to
Page6. Daily EgyptJan, Februar/ '1:1,1989

six. Members of the fund panel
are ineligible to receive award
money. Applicants must be
registercd
undergraduate
students in good academic
standing w;th the University.
Awards must be applied to
programs which will further
their undergraduate studies.
For information and
questions on submission
requirements call J obn
~::i. panel~~i~n,. at

.
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To Do Your

A Restaurant for All Reasons

in operation, protected from
its creditors until it can devise
a repayment plan, Sharp said.
Howard said that 2() employees were laid off during
the cash shortage, but it is a
high priority to rehire them
when the company gets back
on its feel
Other than the 20 laid off, no
personnel changes in Uly-Pak
will occur, Howard said.
Pennestar Capital Investment of S1. Louis, an investment firm, is currently
looking into a buyout plan that
will find an investor to finance
the company, Mark Morris,
employee of Pennestar Capital
Investment, said.
Uly-Pak makes plastic
specimen bags and surgical
drapes in Carbondale's Industrial Park for medical use
at
local
hospitals.
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SinglCl?
We're Ava:lable.

Presents
'Monday Night
Customer Appreciation'
Two 12oz. Roc.sted
N_Y. Strip Steaks
with San Juan Sauce

for $16.95

1325 E. Main· Carbondale
529·5051

Presents:

4th Floor
Student Center
Video Lounge
All Shows '1.00

Bull Durham.
Thes., Feb. 28
Wed., Mar. 1
7:00 & 9:00
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SUMMER WORK
The Southwestern Co., America's largest
summer employer of college students
will be interviewing on campus today.

* $400/ week average * Experience for resume
* Travel
* Open to all majors
Interviews today in the Student Center
12:00 Kaskaskia Rm
3:00 Kaskaskia Rm
6:00 Activity Rm B

2nd floor
2nd floor
3rd floor

Dress Casual, Please Be Promp.

50( Coors Lt.
1.25 Corona
1,50 Rumpleminze

Bar Dice & Red-Black

Study skills may mean success or failure at work
Scripps Howard News Servic·3

Just as none of us is born
knowing the Gettysburg Address, neither are we born
knowing how to study.
"Studying is hard work,"
says Lorraine Sieber, regional
director of the Huntington
Learning Centers in Pittsburgh. "You have to practice
at it to get better."
For most children, that
practice comes in the form of
homework. Study skills
leaned in elementary school
may be the difference between
failure or success in high
school, college, even on the
job.
"Chil<1ren's study skills
today are their timemanagement
skills
tomorrow," says Richard
McSorley, executh'e director
of the Sylvan Leaming Centers
in Pittsburgh.
Yet Mr.sorJey says research
shows that up to 75 percent of
students enter college with no
formal study skills.
Most schools include study
skills in their curriculum.
beginning at the elementary
school level. But those skills
must be nurtured, and there's
no guarantee children will
bring them home from school.
"At school, teachers tell me
my daughter is such a hard
worker," said one mother at a
recent seminar given by Ms.
Sieber. "But I don't know who
they send home on the bus."
Such frustration can lead to
tensions between parent and
cLild. Parents skilled in
helping their children with
math, English or science may
fall flat when it comes to
helping them learn how to
s~o.ldy those same subjects.
"School was not a good
experience for mt'," says
Ethel Peiffer, who also attended Ms. Sieber's seminar.
"I don't want it to be that way
for my children."
She and other parents said
they wish they had known the
techniques Ms. Sieber
discussed when they wcre
students.
Here are a few of her
supgestions :
.Create a good atmosphere.
"You know you can't force
your child to pay attention. but

NATIONAL AEROBIC
CERTIFICATION

you can control the Pot!nosphere," Ms. Sieber says.
She recommends providing
a learning area for children in
the honse, preferably not in
their bedroom - it's too easy
for children to start studying,
then lie down.
The study area should have
all the matP.rials the child
needs, such as pencils, tape,
glue, crayons, a ruler and a
dictionary. That helps chiidren
get to work rather than
procrastinating while looking
for things nee<ied to get
started.
A map or globe of the world
should always be present.
Geography is one of the
weakest subjects for sbldents
in this country. Having a map
or globe within reach makes it
easy for children to find
countries discussed in textbooks or in the news.
Parents should recognize
that their children may prefer
to study in ways different than
their parents. Ms. Sieber says
she likes to work on one subject at a time, likes it quiet and
likes everything in its pla~-e.
Her daughter works on
several tasks at once, doesn't
mind noise and may have
stacks of papers aU over the
place.
.Establish a time. Work
with your child in picking a
time to stuay. For some

eadquarter
105 S. Washington
529-1622

Cuts $7
Perms $25

children, immediately after
school is best. Some children
may need time to play first to
unwind. After dinner may be a
good time for some children,
while others may be too
sleepy.
Once you've established a
good routine, stick to it.
"Just like you don't miss
basketball practice, you don't

m~~i~edb~~~:~J~:~e is

assigned. It is much easier fer
children to learn study skills in
early grades, says Ms. Sieber.
She recommends 15 minutes of
homework for first-graders,
then gradually increasing the
amounts each veal' so that
when students face hours of
homework in high school
they'll be ready.

She emphasizes the importance of estabJishiag good
study techniques in elementary school. Once chil!!ren get
to junior-hi~h sl'hool or high
school, i' Oecomes difficult to
change behavior.
If no homework is assigned,
you can ask your child to read
an article from a children's
magazme, then write a
summary, look: up vocabulary
words and write sentences
with them.
.Make sure your child has
an assignment sheet. Many
teachers provide them for
students, especially in
elementary school. The sheet
lists the days of the week,
subjects and provides enough
room for cluldren to write in
assignments under each

Exquisite
ORIENTAL RUGS

Competitive Prices
30-50% Below Retail
Giant City Road
Carbondale U. 62901
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Children can listen to the
notes, using a WaIkman, on the
way to a friend's bouse, riding
in a car or just before going to
sleep.
.Encourage learning all the
time. Play addition or
multiplication games while
getting dinner ready or driving
somewhere in a car.
Remember that children,
especially young children,
need practice in learning how
to listen.

SALE!

• 100% Wool "Handmade
.. Directly Imported

(618)549-6330

subject.
Go over the sheet with your
child each day and ask
questions if the assignments
seeIl! vague.
.Use a tape recorder. This
lets children recite and record
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Student CentC2r Dining Services
This Week's Specials

~

Student Center 1sf Floor

.49¢ Tacos
fl~Lf~~
Student Center 1st Floor

10% Off On Omelettes

Coming To You!
March 19th 9am-6:00pm
Brought to you by:

Gr!~~s
1 Mile S. ofSIU on HWY 51
To Register Contact:
Cathy Bellemey

529..440

tw-1\

AerobIC Pipeline Milpita. Co..

'7

A 1-TV~
Store Sale

Zenith T.V:s & V.C.R's
Kenwood Stereos &
Infinity Speakers

Repair Service
T. V.'s, Stereos, &
V.C.R.'s-Any Model
715 S. IllInois
(across from 710)
~
529-4717
,J

"Slice Of The Worl(s" 99¢

~~
Student Center 1st Floor

"Clothes Line Cookies"- Gourmet Cookies bagged
in half dozens. Available in halves, $1.29 and
dozens, $2.49. Chocolate Chip, Peanut Butter,
Double Chocolate Chip, & Oatrneal Raisin.

"Come by and pull Y0ll1'S off the lille."
Daily Egyptian, February 27,1\189. Page7
rl;
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Calipre Stage skits charming

KOPIES
& MOI~E
607 S. Illinois Ave
529-5679

19 short stories find way to stage in weird, bizarre way
By Nora Bentley
Sta;·Wnter

Strange.
Situations that everyone can
relate to, mixed with situations
that only a few weird peop:e
could possibly have ever experienced, made up "Tell Me
For God's Sake But Make It
Snappy I'm Tired And The Bus
Is Picking Up Speed," a
Cali pre Stage production.
The show began with the
cast reciting a "Once Upon a
Time ... " story, but in the
middle of the scene a man and
woman walked through,
distracting first one group
member, then another, until
the stage was empty.
Talk about weird. The tilies
of the 19 short stories performed were flashed on the
screen in npid succession
several times. Yes, it did start
to drive you crazi before the
evening was over.
After this bIzarre beginning,
which in its unique way was
very entertaining, short skit
after short skit was performed. Each skit had a dif·
ferent tone, but all were linked
by "the red-haired man, naked
to the waist with the black
woman," who appeare1
periodically and had been seen
bv t".ach actor as they rode a

bUs.

Theater Review
not killed by the drunk driver,
but soon Timmy is abducted on
his way to school, as she tells
the audience, because she can
hear his screams as he is
pulled into a car. Nice, huh?
Next, a <!onvict knocks at her
door, she lets him in and he
cuts her up. Her brother
Douglas comes over for a visit.
Douglas has been poisoned by
the contamina ted bricks in hiS
house, but since they just built
an addition to their home, he
and his wife don't want to
move.
When "greasers" steal one
of the dead family member's
car, the woman's only concern
is that they don't hit the
mailbox as they pullout.
Hildy gives an excellent
performance, making this
morbid story hilarous with her
matter-of-fact attitude. She's
more worried about the cream
in her coffee then the things
that have gOlle wrong.
The story includes everyday
happenings of one person's
life, perhaps showing the
audience the truth about our
world that many of us try to
igonore.
Then, of course, 'the redhaired man and black woman"
walked through, and the
question that all of the actors
had been asking themselves
throughout the show was
asked again. "What is it about
them'?"
The audience was asking

One story, entitled "Reading
the Paper," performedbyKris
Hildy, was about a woman's
day. Sne sat at a table talking
about doing the laundry.
Normal enough, right? Wrong.
She's talks about how to get the
blood out of the clothes. Why
was there blood on her
clothes? Because the night were two of the best skits
before her family was killed by because they dealt with
a drunk: driver. She's sure she situations that many people
can get the blood out though.
have experienced.
She and brother Timmy
"Mother," performed by
were the only family members Lori Sefton, included Sefton's

"~~3t~'~nd~?~::I~~.

4¢COPIES

mother who always stands in
the doorway nagging her about
coming home late, not
finishing her dinner and other
things that mothers worry
about. The girl has the attitude
that most young people have
when their mothers nag them
about something. She shrugs it
off and continues to do as she
pleases, anyway.
Then her mother dies. She
wants to see her mother
~tanding in the doorway telling
her she Lame home too late.
Sefton portrayed the feeling of
loss well, and the audience was
pulled into the story.
"Reunion" gave insight into
a broken relationship between
fa ther and son.
Scott Hille, the son, and

Il 1/2 x 11 and 8 1/2 x 16 plain while paper
6 Self-Service Copiers get you In and out fast.

l'lale Models Wanted
for

The Men of Stu
Calendar
Pick up applications at the
Office of Student Development
3rd Floor Student Center
Deadline:
Monday, F,ab 27 4:30pm

~~ini!t~~ldu~h~ f~~~r, Jo~~
understand each other.
The son looks forward to
meeting his father for lunch,
but the lunch doesn't go as
expected. The father is loud,
obnoxious and seU-important.
They go to several restaurants
and at each the father makes a
scene, embarassing the son.
Ic the end, the son just wants
to get away from the father.
He boards a train and never
sees his fa ther again.
Both Hille and Paul played
their parts well. Hille looked
uncomfortable as Paul yelled
at the waiters in a know-it-all
voice, making the audience
laugh, yet cringe in embarassment for the son.
The couple who appeared
after nearly every skit and had
everyone wondering what was
going on never was fully explained. The show ended with
the group all talking about the
couple as if they were a
collective memory.
Although weird, the show
held the audience's attention
and drew frequent laughter.

"Hi! I'm Karen McIntyre, your AT&T Student
Campus Manager here at SIU. 1 would like to tell
you how AT&T can help lower your long distance
bills. I can also answer any of your long distance
questions. The best time to reach me is between
9:00am and 11:00am, but you can call anytime at
549-8389."

r--------------------------,
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2 INGREDIENT PIZZA
Umlt I ..... order

Pick up & Fr_ Delivery

GRAND AVE. MALL 549-7811 CARBONDALE
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"Gypsy Baron" involves love, war ~ A.merican Tap

By Kathleen DeBo
Staff Writer

"Gypsy Baron", written by
Johann Straw.s in 18114, is a
light-hearted operetta about
love, war, confusion, mistaken
identity and property disputes.
The operetta concerns a
handsome young man's attempt to win back the land his
father used to own and to win
the hand of a beautiful princess.
"The plot is fluff," Jeanine
Wagner, musical director of
the operetta, said. "n makes
no sense at all. It's like a soap
opera - it has several love
plots."
An operetta, unlike an opera,
contains some spoken
dialogue. The ml.sic included
in the operetta is very light and
easy to listen to, Wagner said.
"You've probably never
heard any of the melodies
before, but you'll swear you've
heard them all."
"Gypsy Baron" is similar to
a more famous operetta by

Times

& Tickets

D....:
Johann Strauss' "Gypsy
Baron·' wIl be performed at 8
p.m. Thursday. Friday and
Saturtlay and at 2 p.m Sunday
at McLeod Theater.

Tkketa:
Tockets available at Mcleod
Theater box office

Prices:
General public - $5
Senior citizens - $4

Students- $3

Strauss, "Die Fledermaus,"
she said.
"It is nClt a satire, although
the characters are overblown
like in a satire. They are larger
than life, but the operetta does
not poke fun of anything in
particular."
With about 40 actors and
s~ers, the operetta has a
larger cast this year than any

of the past five years, she said.
The operetta has pigs,
though not real ones. One of
the characters is a pig farmer
and he draws little pigs when
he signs his name, she said.

As a result of an agreement
between the theater ciepartment and the School of Music,
students from both schools put
on a musical production each
year, she said. The past two
years llie musical productions
have been operas.
"It works out well. It gets
mUSlC students into more
theatrical situations, which
they certainly need, and introduces theater students to
musical situatim..... 'riley all
get stretched a little."
The operetta, which is in
English, is full of slapstick, she
said.
"Don't come expecting
anything serious," she said.
The rroduction will involve
severa set pieces that will be
flown over the Io&age, she said.
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INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
12 exp. '2.36
24 exp. '4. 19
15 exp. '2.97
36 exp. '5.89
No Limit on
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It's not easy translating 'Cats' into French
Scripps Howard News ServiCe

"Cats" has been prowling
world stages since 1981 when it
opened in London. In 1982, the
show opened at Broadway's
Winter Garden Theater and
the Andrew Lloyd Webber
Tony Award-winning musical
has been playing to sold-out
houses ever since.
It also has toured in 12
cOI!.ntries, with translations
into Japanese, German,

Hungarian, Finnish, Dutch,
Swedish and other languages.

"Cats" into French.

So obviously the show's
creators have reason to purr
with contentment over the cats
tale based on T. S. Eliot's "Old
Possum's Book of Practical
Cats."

Linguists have long been
aware the French fight fiercely to protect the exactness,
purity and pronunciation of
their language. All of us recall
that one of the biggest laughs
in "My Fair Lady" COllles
when Professor Henry Higgins
says: "The French don't care
what they do actually, as long
as they pronounce It correctly."

Now, however, some rain
may be about to fall on the
"Cats" parade. Translators
are growling and hissing about
the difficulty of translating

Page 8, Daily Egyptian, February 27,1989
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'True Believer' lacks character credibility, depth
Filmmakers exploit
racism topic, guide
audiences wrong

character, Dodd, to smoke
marijuana constandy and
defend drug dealers.
The
crazed
Wood's
characterizations from mevies
like "Salvador" and "Best
Seller" aren't evident until the
last third of the film. Most of
the time, Woods' performance
seems forced and overacted.
Downey's portrayal of Baron
lacks spark.

By Scott Smith
Staff Writer

"True Believer" wants to be
a film with a message.
Perhaps the filmmakt!rs
sh1)uJd first tell a dramatic
story, then make a statement.
James Woods portrays
EddIe Dodd, a lawyer that
defends drug dealers because

DODD IS unsympathetic
until the last half hour of the
movie. So for 90 minutes, the
audience doesn't care for the
main character. This is a
major problem for popular
drama-type films.
A racism theme is exploited
in the film until the climax
when the audience learns that
this :heme was only put in the
movie to mislead the \ :ewer.
It is perfectly acceptable to
try to trick the audience into
thinking one way and then the
truth is revealed to be different. Good mystery stories
are told this way. But racism is
a powerful theme and it's
m:sused here.

Filnl Review
their rights are being trampled
on and besides, they pay cash.
Dodd smokes pot and rattles
off liberal lawyer dogma such
as, "Stcoge of the ruling
class."
At the pinnacle of Dodd's
career, he defended civil
rights cases during the Vietnam War era. That's wby
Roger Baron, played by
'{obert Downey Jr., idolizes
dnd wants to work for Dodd.
BARON IS a rebel without a
pony-tail. He dres~es like Wall
Street, but has the values of a
flower child. Downey gets
second billing but his
character has only minor
influences on the story.
The action begins here. Dodd
has lost his 60s self. He realizes
this through Baron. Because of
his self-realization, Dodd
decides to take on an impossible case - the type he
used to defend.
A Korean man named Shu
Kai Kim, played by Yuji
Okumoto, was convicted in

P'

James Woods II Eddie Dodd, a lawyer who
uncovers wrongdoing in high places when he

for the murder of a gang
member. Now he's accused of
murdering a fellow inmate

1979

whowasan~nazi.

DODD WANTS to appeal the
murder charge in court
because he thinks the New
York district attorney, Robert
Reynard as porL-ayed by
Kurtwood Smith, will cut a
deal so Kim can get out of the
inmate slaying. Revnard is an

1979
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CHECKS CASHED
*

WESTERN UNION
1990 Passenger Car &.. Motorcycle
Renewal stickers

• Private Mailboxes for rent • Travelers Checks
• Notary Public
• TItle &.. Registration
Service
• Money Orders
~Iaza Shoppinll Center 606 S.lIIinois, Carbondale 549-12~ ,

reopens an old murder case in Columbia
Pictures' "True Believer."

impGrtant character but his
treatment is stereotypical and
lacks depth.
The D.A. won't roll ('ver
forcing Dodd to prove the
impossible- !(im's innocence.
A familiar story with few
surprises and stock characterizations from Central
Casting.
The problem in "True
Believer" is the lack of empathy for tl-.e three main

characters.
THE AUDIENCE is introduced to Kim when he is in a
prison chapel with two knives
strapped to his wrists. The
scene does little in making the
audie. e care for the
char",.. hter.
In this era of 'Just say no to
drugs,' it's hard to understand

r;N/l6fJ

~e~h~oul~o~~O:~ir ~:~

-

A MESSAGE that could've
been flushed out more was the
rites of passage theme. It
happens in small ways !:uch as
Baron's desire to learn from
Dodd, the masler of idealistic
civil court cases.
The writer. Wesley Strick,
and the director, Joseph
Ruben, do an excellent job of
presenting the hypocrite in
Dodd. He's fighting a case for
Kim's freedom by using
unethical techniques. As it
turns out, Kim's original
conviction was performed with
similar dishonesty.
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CENTRALIA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

AIRGO DOES IT BETTER! MARCH SPECIAL!

5

Rent a:
CESSNA 1SO

§

or the classic taildragger:
AERONCA CHAMP
$25/hr.

I
~
~

$25/hr.

I

Rent our C-172s C-l72RG C206 C-T2IO C3IO
Beech Travelair
Piper Apache
NO WAITING OR HASSLES FOR WRITTEN & FLIGHT TESTS.

==

Call AIRGO now!! (618-533-1643)
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§l

CENTRAUA, ILLINOIS 62801

Examiners on duty 7 days/wk.

Watch the D.E. classifieds for AIRGO's APRIL SPECIAL MULTI TIME !!!
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KOPIES & MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave

529-5679

Resume $16

95

)akv·s Tirfl and Mofflvr

One page with J 0 FREE Copies

BRAKES

Our large selection of quality paper willl malching envelopes as well lIS
ova- 6S different typefaces allow our professionals to creaIe personal

45~
per axlc(mosr cars)
extra

Resumes That Sell You!

4-WHEEL ALIGNMENT
42.95
most cars

MUFfLERS
t 7.76 insral/led

from

l~
v. . ~L
,

.

Lunch Combo Special
Broccoli Beef
or Swcct & Sour Chicken

2 95
•

includinl:' :IOUp. eggroll
& tried rice

549-7231

most cars, I year warranty,
pire, & hardware extra

Qriefs
SALES
PROMOTIONS
Department of the American
Marketing Association will
meet at 8 tonight at the AMA
office.
STUDENT ALUMNI Council
will have a new member night
at 7 tonight in the Student
Center Ohio Room.
STUDENT THEATRE G uild
.
will meet at 5:30 today in the
Green Room.
BISEXUAL WOMEN and
Lesbian Support Group meets
at 5:30 p.m. Wednesdays. For
details, call Stephanie or
Laura at Women's Services,
453-3655.

AMERICAN CRIMINAL
Justice Association meets at
0:30 toni~t in Faner Hall 1006.
For details, call Julie Peters at
687-4788.
BALLRWM DANCE Club
meets from 7:30 to 9:30 tonight
in Student Center Ballroom A.
PRlDELINE TRAINING
will be from 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday in the Student Center.
For details, call 453-5151.
ADVANCED REGISTRATION appointment cards may
roe picked np by seniors in the
College of Business Administration today.
KA YAKING CLINIC {or
beginners will be from 8: 15 to
~ ~

'--

~

-'

9:30 tonight in Pullium Pool.

Bring swimsuits.
AMERICAN
ADVERTISING
Federation
meets at 5:15 tonight in the
Student Center Mississippi
Roo:n.

SCIENCE FICTION lind
FantaGy Society will have a
science fiction video festival 9 t
5:30 today in the Student
Center Video Lounge. Films
include "The Wall," "Yellow
Submarine" and ·'Brew."
AdmissiQn is free.
JOtlRNALISM STL'DENTS
may make advisement appointments tor summer and
fall semesters beginning
today.
PLACEMENT CENTER
workshop: "Interview Skills"
at 10 this morning in Quigley
2C1.

,$1.00 off
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or X-Large

PlUG
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Limit one per P'ZZO

ORIENTEERING CLUB
meets at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Iroquois Room.
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LUNCH BUFFET $3.95*
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co......c. cond., 50 .... ma..,
~ new part.. ..- ti.-., blue,
C

:~-27.8~·

549i~kI07

i 979 VW RABBiT, nKlio'casselle

~;"o<Xi~~5~~~.conc!:·

~~,.8lv.zbA 026, £a~lll

':7695J!:'f.. $1400 080. ~.
2·28-89

1867AaIOB

::8~~ 2~ ~:si~t"~

CailS29'45S9 0l4S7'()160.

Y~rPONTlAC 1200J,8~se:,~,\!,

...ceD..1 aondilion. $ I 500 080

~:b~~549.7999~7~1

7
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1978 PONTIAC GRAND _

~5. Qj !57'.o~

cond;!icon.

i9~rMERClJit( LYNX~t?u?11r.,
~

red,. air. __ 1m. __ batt., 6.-.,

~~~'08d.S:~~I~Usl Mil.
3·2·89

1996AGIIO,

II

redecorated- dC5e to ...omaLfS. Must

_, $AB.500 co!l457-7103.
3·10·89
2000Af116

Ir~~0Ft~rs·.
MACINTOSH 512 W/E.lornal
dri..,e, ..,rinler and J-l .,""ore.

Elccelonr -.:I. t"50. 549'4463.

9
Mt
20 MB Hard D!~~%b
080 CGII Denni. 549·3857.
rl9
M
130
Tandy.
I PRINTER. ISM!72;..J1I3
01

troclor Ifriction. NlQ. ex(.eHenl

""nc!. $175080_ Call S49·6i~;>.

I

3-1Q.89

IJ('

1872Al1l6

M~bi;;;~·"···'1

1OX55 FI ,RNISHED 2 bdrm. we::
mainloi ......d. many _ ... Mug ...
by ~-'~, $2800. IDri 549·6369.

U$~ 2 BtiRM. cllO!;,et~~ !!l.

Eo>! Pari< SI. Rea~y priced.

~I-k29.550S aItor • \8s9Agl 09

1VC60 2 IIDRM. ';'~~i ~o"d.;
lurni.hed. Nice park in M'boro
$:'500060. &·231. Ppm.
3·7-89

17:;IAg112

COALE 12X60 two g,IT'. air.
I"'f1Iy fum .• cbs.. 10 canp>' pot.
OK. $.4200. 54?·7993.

~2X60

1~~

VIllA
condition, oir, W./O ht:olup ,
partially lurni.hed. $4600, 5 ..9·
1937.
~ _ _1~

COMPUTING AFF AIRS
w()rksh'lp: "Using the 3820
Pa5e Printer," from 1 to 2:50
today in Faner l025A.

We Always Deliver FReE Pepsis

Includes: 10 Entree!;., 9 Appetizers, Soup & Salad Bar

*Free Soft Drink with Ad.

:me

CARSONDAlf J lARGE bedroom ••
I both. fireplace. fenced yard.

==

!,•.
SOCIETY
FOR
Advancement of Management
meets at 6:30 tonight in the
Student Center Illinios Room.
There will be a guest speaker.

~LA ROMfrS PIZZfI~~ I
. .' , '

Dal"ly' Egyptl"an
Classified
___1-_:_1___
53_6-3311

Best In Town!!

---1206 S. Wall 457-45101

Big Mac
only

59c

With purchase of Lg. Fries
and Lg. Soft Drink
Campus
Location only
O~er Not Good
With Any Other
Coupon
Exp.3/4/89

PANASONIC· RX POR!A'lIi 0·0

.!e~eo C·D phono, 165 W·C.
dl9'laI tune 10 graph. '!'I"alizer,
...,.,. $J5O. 529·2336 aI1er 6pm.
~'V-89
lmAml19
fISHER VCR, 8RAND new, 0;.
ICrMn
remole coni., $225.

"'!lo.

~-8'f

19'TV'I~:i!:,\k

3 BI)RM HOUSE ovo;l. :mmod
C.::rport. washer-dryer. modern,
$A25 a monlh 529·3513
3-2~·89

I~

2 BEDROOM

TO....,;~HOUSE.

~::Je~' ~t~cl~·w~lIh:;~I~::c~::
energy efFicienl $-tSO available

m-'2ott"'y.

Chris .l57-'J19. 0(

18958b 12~
3-30-89
INCREDIBLE ~ BfOROOM near Ibe
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Roc Center. cathedral

=~

coi~ng.

will.

(clCv:~;. d;;=~.I~~~

20130, .57·819. ch,is. 5A9·
3973 No""
3-30-89
2001BbI2~
SEE THE REC Cente' I,on- your
fronl door! Supert> huge, ~ IXjrm
will. privale fenced patio. breakfa>t

~~'::.';"~3ti ::rJ,~f~:

• fil-819 .. or 529-2013 Chri •.
3-30·89
2OO2Bb 12~
QUIET
NORTHWEST
NEIGHBORHOOD 3 bdrm., lorge
• hody yard, ovail. Aug. $.450.
529·201 J or .57-8194 Ch,i •.
549-3973 Norm.
3-30·89
1999Bb12A
COZY 2 hDRM hOme. perted lor
couple.
pleos.anl
NW
neighborhood, bw Sr. traffic. Ig
yd. $2.5 per mo .. No peI._ S.939730(529-2013
A·3-89
I 893Bb 126
BEAUTIFUL ~ OR 5 bf ilOU .... 2 lull
balh•• youhod be<.med c';ling in

WOMeN'S ARTCARVED SANTE Fe
,tyle cia.. ring wilh Ihree blue"
spinel 9em""-. 'lIS" and '89"
encru,led ~" sides.. Never been

m-i:73o<Tm:129~!~
1775Arl07

aI

~.'O.89

METAl fOR SKIlmi'iG.

Oiding. ole.

~;1ti'52i=JJ:~~
!b'JJ
1891Arl09

CARPET S1O. TWiiI oize bed

$20, queen oize bed $~,trumpel
$25,00/0 $35. J,57-fil9•.
2.27.89
2A62Arl 07

, Exotic Pet ~
&
Supply

~i~.z:rr: ~i::.C;r. ~~N:
~Tf=~:r..,,;I1.~· ~~:
132•.
4-3-89

,-"",~.~-II
Mobile Homes
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~"!P;"~J,:l;ff;;.i_8onnie
~~~9 2

OR 3

bdr;,4~ 1~.

~~~~trH!0':' 1:::

very quiet. shaded 101>. "arli~ at
$200 per monT . 2 blocks fron;
Tow.... - Parb .... Mobil. Hom..,
905 E_ Parle. Showing M-F I 10 5.

:a.;:!.~It!ucl'1r':: 2'ibir'r=:

~xirnolely

the some siLe at or.e

:~ 3~~lbn3"WQ~oh~~,:,::
5i~ inn:J~:!~i~~np!r::n:~~

!":Jb~~ne~Ol~S~~iin:" ra~::

rooting", anchored ""'ith sleel

(:k~:~~9) :;dd.ep~~o~:rr,:;.:p'

basement., $A35. 529-1218 or
549-3930.

wood wolk·in .Ioroge building

furnished, 3, A, and 5 bedroom.

~ ::;J':':u~~~~d

1776Bb 123

N LLCR••T
....TAL.
10 .,.d12 WIde
ttOOancl Up
~ Courtlry

SumIundi"ll'

Natural G;u and AIC
5 MILES WEST ON OLD 1S

1539
5-10-89
I 700llcl 53
IDEAL FOR SINGLES! Ayailable
nowl and Spring! One bedroom
Iu'''shed, dean, no p.t.. 5135 mo.
lleIween SlU and Lt.gon. 549-6612
5A9-1OO2 nigh...

Toweu on Park· 905 E. PDr~ •
Porlon_ Mob."!e Homes - Showing
1·5. M-F. 529-1 ~?4.
A·3-89
191 28c126
MURDALE
HOMES •
CARBONDALE. w ••, of campu ••
on.·holf mile we.t of Muraal.
Shopping Conler. 01 Old Roule 13
W.·t (West Murphysboro Roodl
and North Tower Rood. Very
convenient location, eoiY o<:ces.s,
about two nu1es.. aboul 51";; mtnule50,
to campul or downlOW'n, and to
food $Jores~ laundromats, ~VI(e
slQlion~, and StU ~irport. no

19148c126
HOUSE avail. immed.
Carport .. wo,her·dryer, modern,
5425 amon/h. 529-3513.
4-3-89
2097Bb 126

~~ S.9-4808.

~oo~ "S::h' ~::J, ~:;rk~DT2~:

ba.h .... orBY effi<ien •• cathedra!
ceilin~. ceili"l fan, c/ air,

and private. Eaclo hOme i. 12><52
leel,
with two bedroom,

8.10

feel.

urfurni~

furni.hed

or

Ow-nen. maw lowns.,

security light,. well maintained.

~~I~ $1~be;~;em~~lth5: fS~i::d

~~f:;:.o7r;r~~~

Street (directly north or Morris
library!. <oli 457-7352 or 529fil77
3-30.89
17S.t858c12A

22288c115
FURNISHED MOBILE HOMES.
reasonable. Ask for Wallace
Glisson Cou,', 616 E Parlt. .1fil·
6.05.
A-4-!!?
1~38c127

no..... chad< u. oul! S.9-3850.
2- 2&-89
13558c I 08
DEEP DISCOUNT FOR Sum",.... 2

~J9MDl YR.2 or 19G.~~f~1

~~";i: ~:fi~~~~~ :~~
~r:;. ~~d'~~:;o:,,~:~.';f:t

~1.!l\~"~en";;: ~7~nitiui!;

~~lf"n."-

I ~P~I~r~. rk9~1 ~12~~:

529-1324.
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;AKtAlJ(TOcarreu.I.::'~~~;.

I

SMAll ? I!DRM S 100. Lrg 2 bdrm
Gr"3, 457-3586. leave me"oge

tn.

~~EMODElfD 2Ia~&swS
Ca;i~ 2.ir.::l:~o~: T.;£ ~.
Corio:> A57-4.22.
2-28·89

:::d:d! :e~~ '$12~rrw~:
footwides from $150 to $180.
ok_ 529·AU4_

I
I

2-27·89

clean. availabl. now Call .578924
3-3-89
17738cll1
Y2X!>U GOOD CONDITION.

$feO~n!5~t~lor 5p<ing.

227·89
18708cl 07
SAVE $40 PER manlh_ 2 bdrm •.
Ideal for couple or ,ingl •. No"
$160 10 5130. Quiet. cb .. to SIU_

~~;" ~;~;1J9·z,.t~~
Pan.._
4-17-89

905E. PAIII(

NA1UItALGAS, CABU: 1V
LOCKW MA1L BOXES.
WASH HOUSi: LAUNDRY.
OWNER UV£SOI'!J'IIQ4~
_ _ DAILY' ..
SAI& ...........

529·132e

Country Club
Clrel.
SUgarT....

.~ )I:)~-~"

~j'~"!-~~-I'6U""k.
2-28·89 .

SIU approved for
sophomore. and up
SUMMER & FALL 89-90
FoawringoElfiticncies.2&.3bd.
spir\eve!arpm.
Swimn.,~ pool

With:

AfrCond{tioning

Wall mwaJl "",pe<
fuliyFurnut..d

LHslng
529-4611
529...511

-NOW

1195 E. Walnut
8:30-5 M-F

Cable 1V..mc.e
Main~~1ce

501 E. College
Large 1 l:Sedroom/
Efficiency Apartments
& Mobile Homes
Clean,
well maintained,
furnished apartments.

4574422

Owcoolll'ills

AN!1YI'T
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS

ror

information stop by

The Quads
1207 S. Wall
457-4123
SHOW APARTMENTS

Mon., Wed., Fri. 1·5pm
Sat.,11·2pm

Malibu Villager
Now Renting
for Summer &.. Fall

.laundryIPool
-Minutes From
Campus
-Walk to University
Mall
-Eff. 1, 2. &3 B/R
Fur, & " .•fur,

bed"""".
Call 529·

23508c I 08

A ARTMENTS

OificeAt-

-Energy Efficient
Living

1393Bc136

CARBONDAlE NICE 2

RENTALS
NEW 14'WIOESIII

pels

16668<i07

2 SDRM FRONT ond re"••• r·,

NOW RENTING FOR

l~~3L
21lOCKS EAST Of TOWatS_
QUIFf. SHADED lOTS
FURNISHED. Ale.

18378c108

~~~~ ~Do~;~ g.r,~,,:.~;~g

and 3 bdnm 1A.80. One on privol.
Io!.verynice_ 529·.444.
2·27-89
16658cl07
ARE YOL' S-IQI1T on luna. Oiler the

Large Townhouse Apts.,
now offering ;L!mmer discounts.
Hwy 51 So:th Mobile Homt's
12 & 14 wide, wid. 2 & 3 bedrooms.
locked mailbox~s, next to Iaundmrnac.

~ffili lc~:;~~~:bl'

More For Your R~nt Dollar
Carbondale Mob!le Homes
Lots Available

Starting at $155 ? month
Starting at $75 a month

ROOMMATE NEEDED: 3 need 1
more. $110 mo. plu1 t /4 utilities..
Ouiet, Non-"""k...., 549·2864.
3·2·89
1659Rnli0
1176 E. WALNUT,S barn., 4

~$~ !.o~~·I.~lu~ ~~~

3513.
3·23·89
4 BDRM, 3

I860Bg I 19

rs;:le ne:!d

r~i~d.::d~.~5ij"

1

mo'•.

all uliliHe.
I 85BBall 9

3·23-89
NEED HELP NOW! F""",Ie 10

,hO,.

¥. I~3~~'~29~~"-ge

~9011 FEMAlE 10, 1~~11
~35.~~9";;i30":';5~~U~~Sarea,
22/·89

I 755£,g107

~~~~t;.,~,"a~Il:

MINI WAREHOUSE STORAGE.
New 6x8's and 7)11;8', in
Carbondale Indu.trial Park. 457·
4470.
3·10·89
2304EI16

Main, 529·9336. Full and po,l'
~me.

4·6=89
2357CI29
RECEPTIONIST, COllEGE WORK

~:I~ic~~~ooW~~f:~::n~:

~JPta';ro.k!3~od, fI..xible
3·1·89
GREAT

SUMMER

coI1 549·3512.

1760CI 09
JOSS anC!

3·2~-89
2452E120
BE A STAR 01 Avon. Call coltecl,
lois 01 988·1326, Dr Nancy 01
983·5960, or locally Marcie 01
549·6176.
J·2-89
2374E,10
S.1. SQUEGIES·cI""n, windOw.,

=:::,o~~~~~o~~rm~~

thO Decalur Part. Si''ge.... A co.. 01
16 and 1 0 inlr. Summer job
paying
2-3K
avoiki>le 10 ol'r co51' In a v~ of
field •. Work d .ring lhe doy and
perform nighf~. For oudition and
op~rlunitje,

Inlerview information, coli

role>. CoU 549·8060.
3·6-89
1638E112
TYPING AND WORD proc...ing.
~., 825 S. lI~nai. (behinil

422·8535 Nowl
3·3·89
1882Cl11
TENNIS AND GOlf In.lruclo ...
avail. . balh Spring and Summer,

d:~ R=:!'5~C~q:~;

worl<, .:aU 529·2722.

~/~.~n~·:=t.;"u~d>$J~

3·21·89
1480E117
HANDYMAN WITH PICKUP. Will
dean, houl aroyIhing. Tree cui down
and r"""",ed, also building. 529·
3457.

01 the Student Recreation C.nlor
Informalicn o..k. conlacl Kalhy
Rankin fo,. mo<P info. 536·553 I.

~----.l.illill.Q

;Rya;'TT1NG

~"1r~S~;ltl~t:a~~

IN

j~;nc'" 49·1828. 19OOE1J3

~:y~r..,~ica'l:lf:I~~ic~~a::::l~

:i'$k'f:oi!1 f~6q: - :

1915C116
AMERICAN YOUTH ENTERPRISES
hoi ."",mer. ic!bs in 6250 cilia. S7~

i~.~~~·C;,·2j

,
I

I{o;~~:m
CHfiLLEtiGE

Amy TayJo

Jr'l2~~

anytime, on!1.OY. Ileferenc:es and

ExtR ?!Ollorcu"""lf~roIl; ...
.4-3·80
08B9C126
MAlE SMOKERS WANTED lor a

~i~6=2301.

SPRING B~EAK TRIPS 10 Doyiono
Beoch, k,wcst prices on compus,
$115
you
drive,
$195
w/lransportolion. Cal Nancy 549·
8228.

inside and outside. Reo$Onoble

21 7·

...>ion•. Mu.1 be 18·35 y... ol~
150·190 l". CoR SIU p,Ycf>oIogy

IjwUWljiIliM''#m.wl
I
I
I'~
-O.lgratulatlon

'We aida
gooajo6!
Love,

, ~;.!l~~:~E!!r.l;;
II

nngs, etc. J and J Coins, 821 S.
Ililinoi•. 457·6831.
5·10-89
212JFI53

DiRon, Lander, WY 82520.
3·3-89
2463(111
NIGHT ClEAN·UP APPUCATIONS
be;ng occopl,..l pa1·~me. Apply in

Your Roomie

Tricia

penon Jim l , Barbeque Houle,

1000 W. Main.
2003Cl08
SUMMER RESTUARANT HElP
wanled. The Kelsey Rood house.
Woiler>, Wail,......, Hoslpersons,
Sortende'" Cooks ond Buspar>ons.
~

;t~~~:rt ~3tl}~~1:

PRESSMAN
(must have ACT on file)

Offset Web Press
experiencs preferred
(OJ

mechanically inclined)

Evening Workblock
Applicotion Deadline
Friday. March 3

Pick up Applications at the
Communications Bldg,
Rm 1259, Duily Egyptian

or slop in ave< Spring I\reol fo,. on

CAMP COUNSElORS COME work

lor an accrediled 3~camp
organization in the POCOilO
Mounlains of PA. Position~ are

available in: Tennis, Archery,
Wolerfront IW S.L}. Dramolic .. ,

~~~~:,~~i:i~r~~{t~~~~r;:

Alhleli", Jewelry, Photog'aphy,
Dance, Wrestling. Coo~in9,
Adv.nl~re/Challenjle Course,

~~~:;~.~~.~3~~

(215·887·9700 in PAl or wrile ::67
Bea50n EOII, Jen~inlown. fA
19046
3·6-89
1399C I 12
AlASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMfNT··
Fisheries. farn $600+/wee~ in
connery $8,000·$12,000+ for two
s

r0'83
o~!~s;~~~e~r;:~~
necessary. MaIO or femolO. For 64

intervIew'.

3·9-89
I 777C 115
RESIDENT SERVICE ,-"RECTOII: Fa.ICf
00·15
bed
foci lily.

R\"jlOflsibililie. include >uporvision

~:r;i~:rt.S:~~:i;

houn ore required. Bochelon
degr" in Humon Services or
,elaled lieid required. Exper;e"ce
working with individuals with
developmental
a.$obililies.
preferred.
Orientation
10
Developmenlally
Di.abled.
Rep50nsibililies indude oUlreach,

to

aueumen',
iervice
plan
development. referral, monitoring,.
odvoc~, and crisis intervention.
8achelors. degree in Human
Services or

,elated

I

Uf~Ql·

1."I9uired.

Experi_e working wilh individual.
with developmentol disabilities

4.3-8~
WOCI26
19 VR.<SlD MALE q-uadriplegic

DLOuoin, IL628J2 EOE.
2·28·89
2OO6C108

need,

You make
us want

~:::un~~!~~~':,~~n r:(uir~:~

page employmenl bookie!, send
$6.95 10 M & L Research, So.
84008, Seanl., WA 98124. ··30
"::onal, 100% money

ta

Thanks for
everything!

of 'taU development god
coordination
01
dient

rn~:~~s~;'upo 10:07 ~

Thanks,
the Men of

per~nol core Clide. Some

e:::

medicol expo prof. (Nights} $7.00
p..-/hr. Coil Oon 549,6900.
3·8·89
1995Cl 1.4

COLLEGE GRADUATES! ! !
PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS! ! !

The Men of
mETA XI
Fraternity

Find yourself in the U.S. Public Health Service as a Public Health
Associate working with the Centers for Disease ControL
Entry level positions in the area of sexually uansmitted disease intervention
are available nationwide.
We need collej!t> cyrnduates with STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
who ".;, I w e. tabid. careers with advancement opportunities
in ill.! field of Public Health,

Clauffled

A bachelor's degree or qualifying master's
degree or relevant graduate coursework is required.

would Uke
to
Congratulate
our new
assodates

CANDIDATES MOST BE WILLING TO RELOCATE INITIALLY,
AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE, to areas where needs exist
and be available for subsequ~nt career transfers,
reimbursable at government expense, as program needs dictate.
FLUENCY ~N SPANISH IS HIGffi.Y DESIRABLE for some
geographical areas in the country All applicants
must be U.S. Citizens and possess a valid driver's
license to be considered for employmenL

~6ert '.BourqlU!

Starting Salaries range from $19,413 (Bachelor's Degree)
to 52 1,443 (Applicable Graduate Degree or Coursework)
For additional information please call 1·800·537·2522
In Georgia, phone 639·1816
or write.o:
The Centers for Disease Control
Freeway Office Park, Room 345, MS E07
1600 Clifton Road N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30)33
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ElvIPLOYER
Pa~ ii, Elaily Egyptian., Fe,linaary 'Z7, 1989

TAKING RIDEIlS TO E.I.U and or U
011 or~ bc.dt ..... y weel<end. 217·
356·9197.
1767JI09

4.M

PREGNANT?

'Tyson {jarren
Cnris 1(pfife
Cnris 'Mdlin
'Ernie Mifler
T!!,"on Sfayton

can BIRTHRIGHT
a Bright Ideal

Free Pregnancy Testing
Confidential Assistance

Call 536-3311

549-2794

215W. Main

Spring 1989

Zeta Class

Comics
Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

RelAJ(, HE'S aJORKlNG a.rr
&R&AT' ZfJNJ('tjMY 8eST
fflE3NO IN TH& WORU?

If Pie eM'! 7RU5r HIM,

WHO

Jj~

CaMn and Hobbes

By Bill Watterson

CAN we 7RiJ5T~
\

Advertising on the
Daily Egyptian

Cartoon-Page

CAN DELIVER!

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed

~e £1}~\.·
~~
irll

co~tact~0:. ./.")-'i'\

your 0 .E.

sruesrepresentative
at 536-3311
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Men's track team takes 3rd in Valley competition
By Paul Pabst
StaffWrit"r

Eric Pegues set a new
Missouri Valley ConferellCe
400-meter record and Leonard
Vance and Mike Michels each
won conference crowns to help
lead the Salukis to a thirdplace finish at the MVC Indoor
Track Championships.
Pegues won the event with a
time of 47.87 seconds to break
his own record. Pegues has
won the event three consecutive years.
Vance, the No.1 seed in the
triple jump, won the competition with a leap of 48 feet
!}l'2 inches.
Michels was the top seed in
the pole vault and ;jved up the

standings with a first-pla~e
vault of Hi-I, to win the event
b, more than a half foot.
In the 400 meters John
Stinson finished fourth behind
Pepes. Stinson said he knew
F ~gues was going out to win.
"Erick didn't wait for
anybody. I had no doubt that
he was going to win," Stinson
said. "I stayed on his heels and
had my best 400-meter time of
the year. It was a good event
for us."
SIU-C finished with 121
points behind Illinois State and
Indiana State who had 167 and
137 points, respectively.
Though the Sah!kis did not
have many fi:-st-place
finishers, the points were
scored oy athletes placing

below the top spot.
In the 55-meter hu!'clles,
Salukis Jocelyn Langevin,
Larry Holloway, and Landell
Smith finished third, fourth,
and fifth respectively.
"We won the event as far as
points are concerened,"
Holloway said. "Jocelyn and
Landell really caml:: through. I
have a bad foot so I was really
happy to get fourth."
Middle distance runllers
Paul Burkins!>a.... and David
Beaucherr. and shot putter
Eric Bomball added to the
SaIUki point total with a tio of
second-place finishes.
Burkinshaw ran the 1,()()()..
meters and Beauchcm ran the
mile for the Salukis, taking
second in times of 2: 28.89 and

4: 13.80, respectively.

Bomball, who alst placed
third to the 35-poul!d weight
throw, threw a distance of 53H'l feet which was his best toss
of the season.
A sour note for the Salukis
was the mishap during the
lx400 meter relay. While
trying to pass another runner,
John Stinson dropped the
baton. Stinson recovered in
time to give the Salukis a
iourth-place finish in a time of
3:24.27.
Others to place for the
Salukls included, Dem~tris
Theocharous, third in the high
hump, Guy Sikora and Garrett
Hines finished fourth and fifth
in the 55-rr.eter da:;h; Craig
Steele, fourth in the 6\lO-meters

TITLE, from Page 16-me" Raske said "I knew I
had the time as· soon as I
crossed the finish line. I
pushed hard all the way. I
think I was even growling
when I gotneartheend."
Raske added a win in the 200meters and was on the first
place 4 X 200 relay team.
Christiana Philippou, top
seed in tl>e triple jump and
long jump, did as expected
finishing :irst in both events.
- Philippou set a new school
record in the long jump with a
leap of 19-4'-k feet. Her leap in
the triple jump was 39-7 f:!et.
"I'm happy with the victories," Philippou said. "I was

thinking about qualifying for
the NCAAs in the triple, I
didn't jump as far as 1 wanted
to."
The victory in the 4 X 200
relay was not as easy for
sprinter Deon Jackson.
Jackson pulled her hamstring SO yards into the second
leg of the race, a t the time
Jackson was leading the field.
Jackson ran with the baton in
one hand and the ober on her
thigh.
"I pulled it (hamstring) with
ISO meters left," Jackson said.
"I thought about stopping, but
their was no way I was going to
let the other three girls down. I

just tried to not let the othcr
teams catch me.'·
Other Salukis to score firstplace finishes included Angip
Nunn, Rosanne Vincent, and
the 4 x 400 team of NU1ID,
Daniell~ Sciano, Vincent, aeld
Dora Kyriacou.
Nunn ran to a first-place
finish in the 400-meters, while
Vincent took first place honors
in the 600 meters.
The 4 X 400 team won the
event by a margin of more
than six seconds.
Coach DeNoon was pleased
with all three of the finishes.
"Angie and Rosanne ran like
I knew they could," DeNoon

YOUNG,
from Page 16 -

Kathy Raske

said.
Both Traci Davis and Dora
~~~r:r tt~:1uk~. multiple

Illinois rolls; ACC's Wolfpack upset
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPIl got after that was 10 points on
Nick Anderson scored 21 of his two occasions.
c'lreer-high 35 points in the
Illinois, 23-4 overall and 10-4
second half tv lead No. 10 in the Big Ten, held its biggest
Illinois to a ~71 victory over lead at 92-64 with less than two
Ohio State in a Big Ten game minutes to play.
Sunday.
Ohio State, in losing its
Anderson led Illinois on a 29- fourth straight game and third
8 run, scoring 15 of the Illini in a row since the careerpoints, after Ohio St:ite had ending injury suffered by
pulled out to a 44-39 lead less leading scorer Jay Burson,
than three minutes into the trailed by as many as 12 in the
second half.
first half. Ohio State fell to 17The Illini hit 12 of their first 10andlHl.
16 shots in the second half and
The Buckeyes, led in scoring
bolted to a 68-52 lead with 11:57 by Jerry Francis with 14 points
to play. The closest Ohio State and Perry Carter with 12,

managed a 'S1-'S1 balftime tie
on a last-second basket by
Jamaal Brown, wh:cb
originally was ruled a 3pointer but later changed to a
2-PQinter.
Marcus Liberty addoed 18
points for Illinois, 14 in the
second balf, while Lowell
Hamilton finished with 17,
Larry Smith 12 and Kenny
Battle fouled out with 10.
Treg Lee added 11 and
Brown 10 for Ohio Sta te,
Illinois hit 36 of 61 shots from
the field for 59 percent, while
Ohic State was only 24 of 70 for

34 percent.
In Raleigh, N.C., Freshman
Bryant Stith scored 29 points,
including two free throws with
1:30 remaining, and Virginia
upset No. 15 North Carolina
State, 76-75, Sunday in an
Atlantic Coast Conference
game.
Richard Morgan added 18
points and Brent Dabbs bad 12
for the Cavaliers, now 16-9
overall and 7-5 in the j, ~C.
Tbe Wolfpack, 18-7 and H,
was led by Cbucky Brown with
:&"~~ and Rodney Monroe
~ ~..

,*'"

r·

..
;to

11)1 k,., .. "b&llcrd .. ,..,. ...... ro:l

~

in the 100 freestyle and
Steinbach third with 52.25 and
52.68 respectively; Julie
Hosier first in the 200 butterfly
witn 2:07.37 and first in the 200
individual medley and Debbie
Gutteridge second in the 200
breaststroke with 2: 25.69.
"When you are in a real tight
competition like this with a 15point difference, you really
learn a lot about yourself,"
Ingram said. "Being young
and inexperienced, we learned
a lot to put to use in the future.
We made very few mistakes,
which is a credit to aU the
preparation that bas been done
all year long. "
The women will get one more
cbance to qualify for NCAA
competition.
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and Paul Glanville, fifth in the
800-meters.
Wirhita State's Tray
Harrison was named the
meet's top athlete. Illinois
Slate's John Coughlin was
named Coach of the year.
ClH:aptain Kevin Steek said
that the team was looking for a
win at the weekend's meet.
"We went into the meet
really wanting to win. We were
confident after the first day,
we were in second by one
point. We put 10 guys in tile
finals. Even though we didn't
win, I know it wasn't for the
lack of effort.
"On the wav back fr'Jm the
meet, we were already talking
about the upcoming outdoor
season. Wecan't wait."
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Men looking for momentum in last home game
By David Gallianetti
StaffWri!er

The anticipation of a strong
Missouri Valley finish has
become a stru~gle for survival
for the Salukis.
When SIU-C takes the court
at 7: 35 tonight in the Arena
with Illinois State. there will
more on U,e line than a
basketball victory.
Corning in with a 6-7 MVC
mark, the Salukis need a win to
pre\'ent a posslhle matchup
with Wichita State in the first
round of the Valley tour·
nament in Wichita on March 4.
The Redbirds corne into the
game at S-a, and a win over
SIU-C would put them in a

HAMMER,
from Page 1 6 game before the tournament,
they put a little extra effort
into it," Herrin said.
"I'd be the first to tell you
we're probably a little
disappointed we've has some
tough bail games, but this is
the only tail kicking we've
taken since the Bradley game
at Bradley. The last nine or 10

"It is a key ball game. If we don't get that one,
we '1/ probably be right back here (Wichita)
playing Wichita again next Saturday."
-RiCh Herrin

sixth-place tie with the Salukis
and Drake, if the Bulldogs lose
in their game with Creighton.
"It is a key ball game," said
coach Rich Herrin after the
Salukis' 91-98 loss to Wchita
State Saturday. "If we don't
get that one, we'll probably be
right back out !>ere (Wichita)
playing Wichita again next
Saturday. It would be tough to
Mve STANDINGS

roam

~;~:~

....

ConI.
10-3'
10·4

beat them the first time out.
"There is a little advantage
that we have played here late.
Wichita is the least one we
want to play, and there's a
good chance we could play
them."
Tonight's game will also be
the final regular season home
game for seniors Kai Nurn·
berger, Randy House. Todd

IS-10

18-9
17-12

13·"2

Bradley
SIU.c
Ooake

Arizona edges Duke, 77-75
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(UP!) - Sean Elliott hit a 3point jumper over fellow AllAmerica Danny Ferry with 54
seconds remaining Sunday to
lift Arizona over No. 8 Duke,
77-75, for a victory that should
earn the Wildcats the No. 1
ranking.
Elliott, who went scoreless
for a stretch of about 8
minutes, matched up against
Ferry in the last 2 minutes.
Elliott, forced into a turnover
on the·· previOUS pOssession,
took Ferry to the top of the key
and sank a tie-breaker to give
the Wildcats a 73-70 lead.
Duke had a chance to tie
with 1 second left, but fresh-

1.

"It definitely became a
survival game at the end,"
Saluki coach Cindy Scott said.
"Their press hurt us bad. "
The pressure was a balIhawking, pass denial that
forced 19 Saluki turnovers on
!.he game. Seals found tugging
free to receive the inbounds
pass a chore. "They were
After Elliott's 3-pointer, holding my shirt when we tried
Anthony Cook scored off an to flash open," Seals said.
Even so, the SaJukis
outlet to give the Wildcats a 7570 lead and John Smith hit a 3- maintained poise at their own
pointer for Duke. Elliott, who defensive end. Dana Fitzfinished with 24 points, hit two patrick, who finished with 14
free throws with 18 seconds points, stuck fast to Eastern
forward Lisa Tyler.
lefl

No. 2 Arizona, which was
ranked first earlier this month,
improved to 21-3. The Wildcats
will likely head the rankings
Monday when the UPI Board
of Coaches conducts its next
vote. NO.1 Oklahon.a lost to
Missouri Saturday. Duke fell
to 21-5.
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Coupon Necessary

The Salukis will continue to
search for momentum going
into the Valley tournament.
After a 13-3 start, SIU·C has
dropped eight of its last 13
outings.

AT SOUTHERN ILUHOIS

Tlpaff: Arena (10.0141, c.!bondaIe, 7:35 p.m.
Aecarde: .urtola &IIlv (5-8. 11·
16). Southem 1IIInoIa(6-7. 18·111.
. W.... to watch: The SaIukII _
looking for a wi! whidl may keep
them from apenIng \he MIaIIOUri
Vdey ~ wtth WIchIta State
Ma-ch 4. T1Ie Redbirda _ looking
1!l' make \he seeding hwder for
Vdey officIIIIII by puling 11'110 a sixthplace tie with the SaIukia.
..... IIIMIIng: Southern IIinoI8

74,IIinoIaState87,"'.30.1989,
In Normal.
SeriN: Illinois State leads 45·42.
On .... air: WE8Q-FM (99.9),
CIrbondaIe.

GATEWAY STANDINGS

.

said. "They want to keep
playing."

ConI.

16·0
16·9
16-9

SouthemllilflOG

""'

Im1QnaState
WestemllllnolS

9'
6-10

Bradle.,.
SouthweslMISSoun
WIChita State

4,'2
3-.13

14·"

8-18
12·14

6'.

The 8alukis (16-9, 13-3) have
a n<>ar lo;:k on second in the
Gateway standings. Eastern
04-11,9-7) is aU but eliminated
from the playoff race.
Kampwerth, who led the
SaluklS with 7 rebounds and
three blocks, set a school
record. Already the career
record holder with 99 blocks,
Kampwerth now has 37 ror the
season, which broke Alondray
Rogers' previous high of 34
from the 1980-81 season.

Thuraday· .. ,..ults
IbnUlSStale81,WI(';.hl18State61
Orake 52. Braa..:y 51
lndlllNStale71 SouthweslMlSSOun50
W$$t.:m IIJIOoIS 86, NOI1hem Iowa 77

Saturda,'areautts
Southern IllinOIS 67, Eastem 1Atn0IS 61

1Irn(HS State 77, SoLlthwesl MISSOUf158
indiana State 81 . WIChita S1ate 67

Northam k)wa 76. SraCley62
OrUe97.Westem1llOOl573

W.cI""'W'" games
indiana State at Southern IIInoI$
-.nom Stllte a' Eastern IInOIs
OrakeatSouthwestMI5SOU'1
Northern k)WI 81 WIChita Stale

Sou1hem lIIinod 67 Eaatam IIhnoIS 6 1

Friday'seam-

SOuTHERN

.-.o.s State.' Southern "015

ILLINOIS

(16-9

13-3)-

fittpCnck $-11 "-4 U. SeaIa 9·11 5-6 23.

tno.ena State aI Eastern IIInocs

Hem&tMO 0-5 1·2 1. Rakers 4-7 ,-, 9.
Kampwerth 7-10 0·014. Mm;:heI 3·4 0,' 6

OrakeatWlChiI8St81e
NQI1hem IoWliIltSouthwestMI$SOUi'"t
ar.deyIltWeslemlk\o4

HorstmanO-, 0-' o. T<Aats.28·491'-1$6?

At 5-fOl't-a, Fitpatrick held
the 5-11 Tyler to only 8 points.
With 21,2 minutes to go, Fitz.patrick drew a charge'frOm
TyJer, who picked up her third
personal foul try:ng to barrel
pass on the baselir.e.
"Our three seniors reaDy
rose to the occasion," Scott

EASTERN ILUNQ(S (;4.11. 9·1}--8ollwtt 3101-27_ Eltmdge .-70-09_ Wi11Bm6 0-20-0
O_Mul-4-99-10 ,7 Ty~3-82"8_Pef1(e$21 1 3-68. ReIer 4-5 4·4 '2. fnerCltch 0·2 0-0

o Totaaa 20-54 , 9-25 6'

Hafttme-Southam IInQu;. 2.9. Eutem ~
26 Tivee--porat QOaI8-Southem IIkn045 0-'
fSee,i 0-11. Eastern IkloIS 2-9 jErhnd~ 1·1-

BonIenO-2.Pet*.'-6J ~
_2BC_1J.eas-_J6
C.... 91

......~ ....... 20 CF"'·

pMnCk. HNnstMd 6J. cutern iIncH$ 14
(PetkN 5) Total fouls Ifouled :xIll--Southam
~

20 (RaJun. Kempwer1tII. Eastern

~

19. A-496

SEE THE STUFF OF DREAMS

~oco

4 cyl. 39.95
6 cyl. 49.95
.:: cyt 59.95

1

.. I think our basketball team
ha~ put some spark back in
Southern Illinois basketball,
and hilS given some things the
people of Southern Illinois can
be proud of."

ILUNOIS STATE

WIN, from Page 1 6 - - - - -

...

Kampwerth (14 points) and
Amy Rakers (9 points) fouled
6·'
out within 47 seconds of each
6·7
tiltnCHSSI
S·8
other.
IndanaSI
With both Saluki post
T~lght·.pme.
players on the bench, Eastern
IIInQlSStateaISIU-C
center Laura Mull got some
Creighton at Drake
Bradley al Tulsa
breathing room.
"It's always tough to get
games we've played great open versus Cathy and Amy,"
Mull
said. "They were working
basketball. "
extra hard against us."
Mull got enough of an
opening, though, tohita couple
of hook shots and finish with 17
man Christian Laettner points. Reserve Tracy Roller
missed the front end of a l-and- added 12.
'

94

Krueger and Scott Hesse.
"Nurnberger, House, Hesse
and Krueger - they all carne
here the same year I carne
(1985)," Herrin said. '·We will
miss· them, they've done a
good job.

I

1I ________
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Spo rts
IloiV
Young swimmers take 2nd in league

4mOm

By David GallianeHI
Staff Writer

Don't talk to swim coach
Doug Ingram about youth and
inexperience. He is doing fine
with both.
The Saluki WOLlen's
swimming team claimed
second place in both the
Gateway Conference and
Midwest Indoor competition
Friday and Saturday.
The women took 11 victories
in 20 events en route to settin~

10 meet records. Not bad for a
squad which features 15
freshmen out of 20 ~wimmers.
"We knew it would be a tight
battle between us, Illinois
State and Northern Illinois,"
Ingram said. "Sure enough, it
turned out to be those three.
We did not quite have the depth
of Illinois State, and it turned
out to be the difference in
losing the competition."
Illinois State took first in
both competitions, which were

held Simultaneously. The
Redbirds scored 783 points in
the Midwest competition, with
SIU-C scoring 768 and Northern Illinois third at 668.
Team point totals were
unavailable for the Gateway
competition because the
computer went down. Western
Illinois finished third in the
meet, Northern Iowa fourth,
Eastern Illinois fifth and
Bradley sixth.
Among the big winners were

DeNoon's
team wins
title again

the relay teams for SIU-C.
Swimming in five relays, the
women won four, setting
records in each.
Freshmen Melissa Steinbach, Nancy Schmidlkofer,
Julie Hosier and Antonia
Mahaira took the 400-meter
freestyle relay in 3 minutes
29.28 seconds, a Gateway and
Midwest record.
"We are real pleased with
our relay teams," Ingram
said.

By David Gallianeltl
Staff Writer

When women's track coach
DOD DeNoon makes a
prediction, it would be hard tc.
doubt him after his prophesy
this weekend.
DeNoon predicted Thursday
that his team would win its
third straight Gateway Conference meet by 40 points.

If this is an indical;on of
things to come, Missouri
Valley beware.
Wichita State, the team
ESPN color analyst Dick
Vitale said has the Valley
tournament "locked up,"
pounded SIU-C 91-78 Saturday
and sent the Salukis into a
fifth-pla-:e tie with Drake in
theMVCat6-7.

Man's track
third in Valley -Page 14

Last home game
for Salukis tonight

He w!l6".t'ff by two
The women won the twCHiay
affair by compiling 132 points.
In a distant second was Drake
with 90.
The team was led by senior
Kathy Raske who put together
three first-place finishes and a
NCAA qualifying time.
Raske won the 55-meter
hurdles in a time of 7.92
Saturday, but her biggest
victory came on Friday in her
55-meter hurdle heat.
Raske sJ)f!d to a school
record and NCAA qualifying
time of 7.78 seconds. She said
that the pressure to qualify
was now off her shoulders.
"Qualifying early relaxed

-Page 15

Lending a hand
Sting prepar.s to throw Ric Flair Into the ropes during
World Class Championship wrestling Sunday at th.
Arenll. Sting end his partner, "Hotstuff" Eddie Gilbert,
defeated Flair and Barry Windham.

See TITLE. Pave 14

New coach
goes 1-2
In opener

there's no excuses. We've just
got to forget about this o:Je'"
One highlight L:- SIU-C was
the offensive display of senior
Kai Nurnberg:!r. The guard
scored a game-high 22 points,
18 coming off six threepointers, a SaJukis single game
record.
Nurnberger was joined in
the scoring by McSwain who
added 21 points, but the
Shockers contained Jerry
Jones and Tony Harvey, who
scored just six between them.
"Jerry Jones has been sick
on the trip all week long with a
sore throat." Herrin said. "He
wanted to play and played
very effective especially at
Tulsa."
Herrin said he felt the
Shockers had an added incentive to play, which
propelled them to the victory .
"You can tell this ball game
meant somethin3 to (the
Salukis), but it meant a lot
more for Wichita," said
Herrin, referring to the
Shockers renewed hopes of
sharing the MVC title if
Creighton loses tonight at
Drake.
"They've got four outstanding seniors in Grayer. thE:"
Pray lows and Raduno\ ich,
and I think the fact tha t they
knew this was their last homp.

After Freddie McSwain hit
two free throws with about
7:50 left in the second half, the
Shockers fed on a Saluki
scoring drought and rode a 20-7
run for the remainder of the
rout.
"I think we became a little
tired late in the basketball
game and our shots didn't go
down," coach Rich Herrin
said. "We got in the transition
and got about four charges
called on us and I think that's
mainly when you're a little
step slow, a little step tired.
"We got beat pretty good at
last, but it does happen and See HAMMER, Pag6 15

Seals propels Scott's squad
to league win over Eastern

e

By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

~'ebruary

See YOUNG, Page 14

Drake ties Sa/ukis for fifth in Valley

Staff Writer

Page 16. Daily Egyptian.

"Mahaira really had an
outstanding performance,"
Ingram said.
Other top finishers for the
Salukis were Deirdre Lien,
first in the 16::;0 freestyle with
7:20.05; Schmidlkofer second

Shockers hammer
falling men's team

By Paul Pabst

The women's volleyball
team won one match and lost
two during pool play at its
eight-team
invitational
tournament, which kicked off
the spring exhibition season
Saturday at Davies Gymnasium.
This was the first appearance of the team under
new coach Patti Ha(temeyer,
who was hired 10 midFebruary.
The Salukis lost the opener
to Mississippi 15-4, 15-11 and
fell to Gateway Conference
rival Eastern Illinois 1S-7, lOIS, IS-5. In the final match of
the pool, SIU-C defeated
Jefferson College 15-11, 15-4.
The 1-2 recorr. by SIU-C was
not good enough to advance.
Mississippi won the pool at 3-0,
followed. bX ~astern Illinois at

Mahaira set meet records in
the 500, 200 and 100 freestyle
events on her way to being
named Outstanding Performer
of the Meet.

PaHi Hagemeyer
2-1.

In the other pool, Southwest
Missouri went undefeated at 3-

o while Memphis State went 21.

South\l'est Missouri won the
tournament with a 4-0 record,
beating Mississippi in two
games in the championship
round. Eastern Illinois won the
consolation round in two
games over Memphis State.
The Salukis play again
Saturday at Tennf,Ssee. Other
dates: April I, at Eastern
:ilinois, April 15 at Indiana,
April 22 at Illinois State.
27.1989

CHARLESTON - With the
Salukis' two leading scorers in
serious foul trouble, it fell to
senior Tonda Seals to add her
own personal stamp of approval to SIU-C's 6HU victory
over Eastern Illinois.
The 5-foot-7 guard from
Wilson, Ark., made Eastern
Illinois pay dearly for sticking
with its zone defense, nailing
15-foot jumpers from the Lantz
Gymnasium floor with the
same regularity that most
players make layups.
Seals, who averages just 7.3
poinls per game, scored a
game-high 23 points Saturday,
hitting 9 of 11 shots from the
field.
"I felt r.retty comfortable,
but I didn t even notice that I
was shooting that well," said
Seals, who also sank 5 of 6 free
throws in the final 1 : 13 to spoil
an Eastern comeback bid.

"Like (assistant coach
George) Iubelt says, shooting
free throws is all mental,"
Seals said. "If you think you
::an hit them, you will."
Seals was most effective for
a 5-minute stretch midway
through the second half, when
she single-handedly scored 8
points, orchestrated a 1'Hi run,
and put the Salukis up 49-35
with 10:58 to go on her third
consecutive jumper from the
free throw line.
That outburst prompted
Eastern to go to a full court
press, which slowly eroded t.'le
Salukis' 14-point lead to one
point, fl9-58 with 1: 22 left.
Eastern applied its full
court, man-tOoman press With
about 8 minutes to go. Then at
the 6:06 mark, Eastern's
Sheryl Bonselt stole the inbounds pass. exchanged
passes with Barb Perkes (who
was making her first appearancp in 11 games after

being 8idelined with stress
fractures in both legs)' and
took it in for a layup.
Eastern's press continued its
tenacity. Twice it denied the
Salukis inoounds passes.
Under that pressure. Cathy
See WIN, Page 1!)

